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Revision ReOrd of Re'visio.n

0 Original issue.

I General Revision

2 Added Reset Point Eval.

Extended calibration interval of relays to 24 months + 25%, incorporated results of drift
calculations JC-Q1 111-09004, JC-Q1 111-09005 and JC-Q1 111-09022. Updated M&TE
for the time delay relay to agree with the current revision of the referenced document.
Added Doble F2250 specifications to attachments. Recalculated loop calibration errors

3 based on current revision of JS09. Incorporated new Analytical limits based on the
current revision to the referenced documents. Provided recommended lower allowable
values for undervoltage voltage trip and time delay based on calculated values and
performed LER avoidance check using these values. Added TSTF section 7.0. Updated
references and performed general maintenance.
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CALCULATION f2 CALCULATION NO: JC-0IP81-90024
REFERENCE SHEET REVISION: 003

I. EC Markups Incorporated NONE

II. Relationships: Sht Rev Input Output Impact Tracking No.
Doc Doc Y/N

1. JS09 0 001 191 0
2. E100.0 0 007 191 0
3. 06-EL-1P81-R-0001 -- 102 1@ 0[
4. 07-S-12-71 -- 006 t1l 0
5. 07-S-12-83 -- 002 19 01
6. 460003606 0 300 M] 0
7. SDC10 0 000 N] 0_
8. A0630 0 012 NE 0[
9. E0010 0 011 19 0l
10. E0121 017 000 [] 0
11. E1009 0 009 E1@ 0
12. E1188 017 009 [] 0
13. J0501D 0 001 t1l 0
14. 304A3871 0 000 1@l 0
15. 945E475 001A 001 [] 0
16. 169C9488 001 015 191 0
17. 169C9488 002 015 [] 0
18. JC-Q1111-09022 0 000 [] 0
19. JC-Ql111-09004 0 000 M] 0
20. JC-QIIi1-09005 0 000 [] 0
21. EC-QIl111-90028 0 006 [] 0
22. JC-Q1P81-90027 0 002 0 [3l
23. MPGE86-0031 -- 0 t1l 0
24. 3758 013 001 [] 0[
25. 3779 005 001 [] 0[
26. 3779 004 001 11 0[
27. 3779 001 007 E9 0]
28. _0 0 _

29. 0 0[
30. 0 0
31. _0 0 _

32. 03 0[
33. _0 0:1
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4. ISA RP67.04, Part II, Methodologies for the Determination of Setpoints for Nuclear Safety
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1.0 PURPOSE AND DESCRIPTION

1.1 The purpose of this calculation is to validate the Technical Specification Allowable
Value and TRM Nominal Trip Setpoint for the 4160 V Division III Degraded Bus
Voltage trip function.

1.2 The incoming breakers for the Div. III switchgear are automatically tripped on a
degraded bus voltage condition after a time delay. The degraded bus voltage condition
is detected by sensors employing a one-out-of-two-twice logic. An undervoltage
between 88% and 73% of nominal is considered a 'Degraded Voltage'. (Ref. 2.13)

1.3 The time delay for a bus 'Degraded Voltage' condition is long enough to provide for
the preferred power source (offsite power) to recover. This time delay duration is
dependent upon the presence (or absence) of a LOCA signal. (Ref. 2.13)

1.4 The upper and lower analytic limits for the Division III degraded voltage setpoints and
time delays are derived from the station specific load flow and voltage drop
calculation (EC-QI I 111-90028), Byron Jackson HPCS Pump Test Curve (#PC 74 1-S-
1404), GE HPCS Motor Time Current Heating Curve (# 455HA550), GE HPCS
Motor Efficiency and Power Factor Vs. Load Curves (# 455HA549), NEDO 10905-1,
and GE HPCS Motor Outline Dwg. (#992C937CF).

The lower analytic limit for the voltage sensors is based on the capacity to start and
operate required Class 1 E loads under accident conditions with degraded voltage
levels present on the distribution system. Voltage sensing is performed by potential
transformers located within the 4160 V switchgear for the division, and each potential
transformer has a 4200 V/ 120V ratio. The HPCS system is designed to start and
accelerate the HPCS Pump with 75% of 4000 V motor voltage (3000 V), per NEDO
10905-1. In order to continue operation indefinitely at the lower analytic voltage limit,
motor heating must be limited to that imposed by curve #455HA550, which equates to
rated current of the motor @ 434 A. Per PC 741-S-1404, the maximum power point
for the HPCS Pump is less than 3100 Hp. At this operating point, the efficiency is
0.935, and the Power Factor is 0.93, per Curve #455HA549. Therefore, at the
maximum power point, with the motor drawing 434 A, the terminal voltage at the
motor would be 3538 V. Per EC-QI 111-90028, the voltage drop is very
conservatively calculated to be 5.41 V. This places the 4160 V bus at 3543.41 V for a
sustained undervoltage condition limit. This correlates to a voltage of 101.24 V on a
120 V basis, and is the lower analytic limit (Reference 2.27).

The upper analytic limit for the voltage sensors is based on prevention of unnecessary
separation of the Class I E buses, under anticipated minimum voltage conditions of the
offsite sources. Entergy System Planning Services performed, "Report on the
Analysis of Potential for Sustained Degraded Voltage on the Off-Site Electric Grid at
the Grand Gulf Nuclear Power Plant", dated November 9, 1990. This report provided
the expected grid performance of the GGNS Offsite Sources under severe
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contingencies. The results of this study determined that the 500 KV switchyard
voltage could be as low as 0.994 Per-Unit, and the 115 KV switchyard voltage could
be as low as 0.976 Per-Unit.

Calculation EC-QI 111-90028, then conservatively analyzed the Class I E loads with
the 500kV Offsite source at 0.975 Per-Unit and the 115kV Offsite source at 0.9675
Per-Unit. It was determined that the Class 1 E system required loads would be
adequately supported with 0.975 Per-Unit switchyard voltage available for the 500kV
system and 0.9675 Per-Unit for the 115kV system. Therefore, it is appropriate that the
upper analytic limit for the degraded voltage setpoint determinations be based on the
corresponding voltage available at the respective 4160 V Class IE buses, with 0.975
Per-Unit 500kV system driving voltage or 0.9675 Per-Unit 115kV system driving
voltage in each switchyard, under accident conditions. The lowest available transient
voltage on the Division III 4160 V bus under these conditions has been calculated to
be 3359.2 V, which occurs during the start of the HPCS pump, with bus voltage
recovery to 3880.9 V within 5 seconds. This condition provides an initial terminal
voltage at the HPCS pump motor of 3329.25 V, with voltage increasing as the motor
accelerates. The second lowest transient voltage step is 3846.34 V, with bus voltage
recovery to 3904.16 V, within 5 seconds. This interval is after the HPCS pump motor
is already started, therefore the acceleration time of this load is not a factor. All other
bus voltage steps are calculated to remain above 3880.9 V. The recovery voltages
referenced include the start demand of the next sequence interval, therefore actual
recovery voltages at the end of each step following load acceleration and prior to the
next sequence would be above thesevalues. Therefore, if the HPCS motor can
accelerate its load at the minimum transient voltage within the allowable time delay
band, the recovery voltage predicted would form the upper analytic limit for degraded
voltage considerations during the sequence when the HPCS pump motor starts. For all
successive intervals, using the lowest available bus voltage step will ensure that other
equipment sequencing will not inadvertently actuate the Division III bus degraded
voltage sensors. As stated above, this correlates to a bus voltage of 3846.34 V. This
value would bound all required conditions for the HPCS system to remain connected
to offsite power, without prematurely separating from this source, provided that the
time delay is set sufficiently to account for HPCS motor start time. Therefore, the
overall bounding upper analytic limit is 3846.34 V (109.89 V on a 120 V basis), and
the appropriate sensor time delay interval will also be based on this value (Reference
2.27).

Division III has two distinct time delays associated with degraded voltage sensing.
One time delay is active when no accident signal is present, and the other is active
when a safety injection signal is present for Division III.

The lower analytic limit for the safety injection condition time delay is based on
providing the capability to successfully start the HPCS pump at the lower analytic
limit of the degraded voltage sensors without segregating from the offsite source. This
requires that the time delay be of sufficient duration to allow for acceleration of the
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HPCS pump motor under these conditions. Using the previously established minimum
HPCS motor starting voltage available from a viable offsite source of 3329.25 V, the
acceleration time for the HPCS pump motor has been determined to be no more than
3.28 Seconds. This condition conservatively bounds the acceleration time required at
the lower analytic limit bus voltage of 3543.41 V. Therefore, 3.28 seconds is the
lower analytic limit for the safety injection condition degraded voltage time delay.

The upper analytic limit for the safety injection condition degraded voltage time delay
is derived from the required time response for the HPCS system to achieve necessary
injection flow within 27 Seconds of accident initiation. This further requires that the
HPCS system be connected to a viable power source within 10 seconds to achieve this
goal. The limiting case for this upper limit is when offsite power is available but
degraded (i.e, above the Loss of Voltage settings, but below the lower analytic limit
for the degraded voltage sensors), with an accident signal present. This is because the
degraded voltage function trips the incoming source only, therefore requiring the
subsequent sensing and time delay from the Loss of Voltage function to connect the
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) to the bus. The EDG receives a separate safety
injection signal, so the EDG start time and the total voltage sensing sequence
described will occur concurrently. This limits the allowed combined sense and actuate
times for the degraded voltage and loss of voltage functions to no more than 10
seconds total. It is desirable that the degraded voltage time delay be of a longer
duration than the loss of voltage time delay, based on original system design.
Therefore, a 6 Second upper analytic limit is allocated to the degraded voltage time
delay. Correspondingly, a 4 Second upper analytic bound is thus established for the
loss of voltage time delay by this selection.

The design for the Division III Degraded Voltage detection was provided by GE under
FDDR JB 1-2099. The applicable setpoints were determined by this design document,
without providing GGNS with documented basis justification at the time.
Subsequently, per GGNS request, GE provided a summary of an evaluation that was
performed to justify the nominal 5 minute degraded voltage time delay, no LOCA
setpoint (MPGE-86/03 1). The actual evaluation resides with GE, and was not
provided to GGNS. This evaluation was based on nominal setpoint values, with no
apparent consideration for uncertainties.

GE did not provide a Design Specification Data Sheet for the Degraded voltage
function, possibly due to the unique application, i.e., the function did not meet the
conventional "instrument loop" configuration. Because no Design Specification Data
Sheet was generated, no definitive Analytic Limit determinations were provided to
GGNS.

The appropriate method to determine an upper Analytic Limit for this parameter is to
determine a minimum that the bus voltage could degrade to, and evaluate the
maximum permissible time that the system could sustain this voltage without causing
equipment damage or loss of function due to protective device actuations, such as
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circuit breaker or thermal protection trips. This is to ensure that the system will
maintain the capability to automatically respond to a subsequent LOCA signal,
without incurring functional impairment due to the offsite source degradation. While
the capability to provide uninterrupted functional capability due to offsite source
degradation has been a relevant consideration from original system design, the
inherent historical assumption has been to consider the level of degradation that would
be expected, and assume a loss of the offsite source completely below that point. This
almost certainly formed the basis for the original system settings. During the
Electrical Distribution. System Functional Inspections performed by the NRC in the
early 1990's, certain utilities received questions relating to system performance if the
voltage theoretically degraded below this level, but remained above the loss of voltage
setpoint. Apparently, the transmission systems for some plants may have been
marginally configured such that voltage degradation to sustainable values at the
transmission system level could represent an extremely degraded value in the plant
Switchyard. This consideration is further discussed as it relates to GGNS.

For GGNS, the existing time delay settings are acceptable, provided that the degraded
voltage remains sufficiently high to start the HPCS loads. This correlates to a motor
terminal voltage of 75% of the motor base voltage for HPCS system motors. Review
of calculation EC-Q 1111-90028, has determined that the bounding percent voltage
drop from the offsite source to the HPCS pump motor is considerably less than 15%,
even under the motor start demand conditions. A 15% drop will be conservatively
assumed for this discussion. The HPCS system motors are designed to start with 75%
of motor rated voltage. This is 3000 V for the HPCS pump motor. 3000 V is less than
73% of rated bus voltage (4160 V). Therefore, the HPCS pump motor would be
expected to start for offsite source degraded voltage conditions down to 88% of rated
offsite source voltage (73% + 15% = 88%). The remaining consideration for
continued relay timing limitations would be the motor heating limits once the motor
has started. Motor heating must be limited to that imposed by curve #455HA550. Per
PC 741-S-1404, the maximum power point for the HPCS Pump is less than 3100 Hp.
At this operating point, the efficiency is 0.935, and the Power Factor is 0.93, per Curve
#455HA549. Therefore, at the maximum power point, with 3000 V available at the
motor, the current would be 511.83A (1.18 PU) under these conditions.

Per the motor heating curve, operation at this current level can continue in excess of
600 seconds, which is significantly longer than the present time delay settings require.
Thus, the present settings are justified for offsite source degradation levels down to at
least 88% of rated.

A discussion of the practical operating limits for the Entergy Transmission system and
system generators, provides confirmation of the adequacy of this anticipated
degradation level. The Entergy Transmission Planning Guidelines impose the
requirement that substation bus voltage capabilities be maintained at no less than 92%
of rated, even under severe contingency analysis conditions. In fact, this represents an
extreme case for system voltage level degradation limits, because the generation
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facilities generally are forced to reduce generation (including reactive generation for
voltage support) at about 95% of rated voltage, to protect individual generators from
thermal damage due to over-excitation. In the case of severe sustained degraded
voltage conditions, this would almost certainly lead to load isolation or system voltage
collapse. In either case, loss of the offsite source or system voltage recovery to
acceptable levels for continued generation would be an expected consequence in very
short order. Additionally, GGNS is located within the system such that transmission
system voltage levels very closely match generation station Switchyard output
voltages. GGNS 500 KV Switchyard nominal voltage is 1.02 PU. Thus any
degradation seen in the GGNS Switchyard would also be seen by the supporting
generation. Therefore, sustained degraded grid conditions below about 95% would not
be expected to occur for GGNS, and System Planning Analyses ensure the capability
to maintain at least 92% Substation voltage under severe contingency considerations.

With these considerations, it would be appropriate to select 600 seconds (10 min.) as
the upper analytic limit for the Division III Time Delay, No LOCA. For additional
conservatism, this limit will be set at 360 seconds (6 min.). This provides adequate
time for voltage recovery to above the degraded voltage set-point, while ensuring the
continued automatic availability of the system, should a subsequent LOCA signal be
received. The lower analytic limit for this parameter should be based on a reasonable
period to allow time for recovery. It is to be selected to provide an equivalent margin
from the nominal trip setpoint as the margin allowed from the setpoint to the upper
analytic limit (i.e. I min.). Therefore, the lower analytic limit for the Time Delay, No
LOCA is 4 minutes.

1.5 The design consideration for the subject instrumentation is: Degraded Grid Voltage

1.6 This calculation is performed in accordance with the methodology of GGNS-JS-09,
which is based on the 'square root sum of the squares' (SRSS) technique for
combining statistically independent uncertainty components.
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2.0 REFERENCES (* denotes EDMS Relational References)

2.1 GGNS JS09, Methodology for the Generation of Instrument Loop Uncertainty and
Setpoint Calculations

2.2 ISA RP67.04, Part II, Methodologies for the Determination of Setpoints for Nuclear
Safety Related Instrumentation

2.3 * GGNS E100.0, Environmental Parameters for GGNS

2.4 * GGNS Technical Specifications, Section 3.3.8.1

2.5 * GGNS Technical Requirements Manual, Section TR3.3.8.1

2.6 * 06-EL-1P81-R-0001, Surveillance Procedure

2.7 07-S-12-71, General Maintenance Instruction Time Delay Relays

2.8 07-S-12-83, General Maintenance Instruction Undervoltage Relays

2.9 IB 7.4.1.7-7, Instruction Bulletin for ITE Undervoltage Relays (attached)

2.10 460003606, Instruction Manual for Fluke 45 Multimeter

2.11 Not Used

2.12 AEIC-EEI-NEMA Standard for Instrument Transformers for Metering Purposes,
15KV and Less (EEl PUB. No. MSJ-I 1 & NEMA PUB. No. El 21-1973)

2.13 SDC 10, System Design Criteria ESF Div. III Power Distribution System

2114 Mathematical Handbook of Formulas and Tables, Murray R. Spiegel, 1968

2115 A0630, Control Building Fire Protection Plan

2,16 E0010, Sychronizing Diagram ESF Buses 15AA, 16AB, 17AC

2.17 * E0121-017, Summary of Relay Settings 4.16 KV Bus 17AC & D.G. 13

2.18 E1009, One Line Meter and Relay Diagram Bus 17AC

2.19 El 188-017, HPCS Power Supply Schematic

2.20 J0501 D, Control Building Plan at Elev. 111'

2.21 304A3871, Equipment Summary E22-S004

2.22 945E475-001 A, Metal Clad Switchgear Assembly

2.23 169C9488-001 and 169C9488-002, Purchase Part Drawing, Time Delay Relay
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2.24 JC-QI 111-09022, Drift Calculation For Agastat Time Delay Relays

2.25 JC-Q1 111-09004, Drift Calculation For ITE 211T4175 Undervoltage Time Delay
Relays (Undervoltage Function)

2.26 JC-Q1 111-09005, Drift Calculation For ITE 21 1T4175 Undervoltage Time Delay

Relays (Time Delay Function)

2.27 EC-QI 111-90028, AC Electrical Power System Calculation

2.28 Not Used

2.29 SOER 99-01, Loss of Grid

2.30 MPGE86-0031, High Pressure Core Spray Second Level Under Voltage Protection
Time Delay Setpoint Justification

2.31 3758 sheet 013, Performance Curve (PC 741-S-1404)

2.32 3779 sheet 004, Time Current Heating Curve (455HA549)

2.33 3779 sheet 005, Efficiency & Power Factor VS Load Curves (455HA550)

2.34 3779 sheet 001, Outline Induction Motor (992C937CF)
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3.0 GIVEN

3.1 Under voltage time delay relays:

3.1.1 Manufacturer / model # - ITE / 211T4175 (Ref. 2.17)

3.1.2 Location: (Ref. 2.15, 2.18, 2.20)

component room panel

127-1A 0C210 1E22-S004
127-1B 0C210 1E22-S004
127-2A 0C210 1 E22-S004
127-2B 0C210 1 E22-S004

3.1.3 Environment: (Ref. 2.3)

Normal & Accident Environment (N-055)

pressure: 0.1 to 1.0 in. wg.

expected temperature: 104'F

temperature range: 580F to 120'F

relative humidity range: 10% to 60%

radiation: gamma (TID): 1.8 * 102 Rads

3.1.4 Uncertainty Effects - Undervoltage time delay relay (Voltage Setting):
(Ref. 2.9)

" Reference Accuracy (RA) + 0.2% Setting

" Temp. Effect (TE) + 0.20% Setting

" Humidity Effects (HE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

" Radiation Effects (RE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

" Power Supply Effects (PS) + 0.20% Setting

" Seismic Effects (SE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.3

" Static Pressure Effects (SPE) N/A for instrument type

" Overpressure Effects (OVP) N/A for instrument type

" Drift (DR) ± 1.460 VAC for 30 months - Reference 2.25

" Temp. Drift (TD) N/A - Reference Section 4.4
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3.1.5 Uncertainty Effects - Undervoltage time delay relay (Time Delay Setting):
(Ref. 2.9)

" Reference Accuracy (RA) ± 10% Setting

" Temp. Effect (TE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.10

* Humidity Effects (HE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

" Radiation Effects (RE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

" Power Supply Effects (PS) Negligible - Reference Section 4.10

" Seismic Effects (SE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.3

* Static Pressure Effects (SPE) N/A for instrument type

* Overpressure Effects (OVP) N/A for instrument type

" Drift (DR) ± 0.327 sec for 30 months - Reference 2.26

" Temp. Drift (TD) N/A - Reference Section 4. 10

3.2 Time delay relays:

3.2.1 Manufacturer / model # - Agastat / ETRI4D3NO02 (Ref. 2.17)

3.2.2 Location: (Ref. 2.15, 2.17, 2.20)

component room panel

162-1 0C210 1E22-S004
162-2 0C210 1 E22-S004

3.2.3 Environment: (Ref. 2.3)

Normal & Accident Environment (N-055)

pressure: 0.1 to 1.0 in. wg.

expected temperature: 104'F

temperature range: 58°F to 120TF

relative humidity range: 10% to 60%

radiation: gamma (TID): 1.8 * 102 Rads
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Uncertainty Effects - Time Delay Relay: (Ref. 2.23)

" Reference Accuracy (RA) ± 5.0% Time Delay Setting

" Temp. Effect (TE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.8

" Humidity Effects (HE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

" Radiation Effects (RE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

" Power Supply Effects (PS) Negligible - Reference Section 4.9

* Seismic Effects (SE) Negligible - Reference Section 4.3

" Static Pressure Effects (SPE) N/A for instrument type

" Overpressure Effects (OVP) N/A for instrument type

* Drift (DR) + 26.725 sec for 30 months - Reference 2.24

" Temp. Drift (TD) Negligible - Reference Section 4.8
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3.3 Typical Loop Block Diagram: (Ref. 2.19)

127-IA
(4 SEC)

3.4 Operating Limits (Ref. 2.4, 2.5, Section 1.4)

Voltage Trip

Upper Analytic Limit: 3846.34 V (109.89 V)

Upper Allowable Value: < 3763.5 V (5 107.53 V)

Plant Setpoint: 3661 V (104.6 V)

Lower Allowable Value*: > 3605.0 V (> 103.00 V)

Lower Analytic Limit: 3543.41 V (101.24 V)
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Time Delay - LOCA

Upper Analytic Limit: 6 seconds

Upper Allowable Value: < 4.4 seconds

Plant Setpoint: 4 seconds

Lower Allowable Value*: > 3.85 seconds

Lower Analytic Limit: 3.28 seconds

Time Delay - No LOCA

Upper Analytic Limit: 6.0 minutes

Upper Allowable Value: < 5.5 minutes

Plant Setpoint: 5 minutes

Lower Allowable Value: > 4.5 minutes

Lower Analytic Limit: 4.0 minutes

*Recommended Values
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4.0 ASSUMPTIONS

4.1 Assume all uncertainties given are to two standard deviations (2a) unless otherwise
specified.

4.2 Assume Radiation Effects (RE) and Humidity Effects (HE) for the undervoltage and
time delay relays are negligible. These components are located in a mild environment.
(Ref. Section 3.1.3 and 3.2.3)

4.3 Assume Seismic Effects (SE) are negligible for both the undervoltage and time delay
relays. The relays are seismically qualified per GGNS QP 425.00 Vol. 1, Rev. 1.

4.4 Assume Temperature Drift (TD) is encompassed by the Temperature Effect (TE) for
the undervoltage relays.

4.5 Insulation Resistance Effects (IR) are assumed to be negligible since the loop cabling
is located in a mild environment (control building).

4.6 Not Used.

4.7 Per Reference 2.21 and 2.22, the potential transformers at the bus are G.E. type JVM-
3. This type of potential transformer has an accuracy class of 0.3 at W and X burdens
when operated at 58% of rated voltage. Based on the available burden information for
the circuit components depicted on Ref. 2.16 and 2.18, the burden is assumed to be
less than X and the accuracy of the potential transformers is assumed to be 0.3. (See
file documentation for available circuit component burden data)

4.8 Assume Temperature Effects (TE) and Temperature Drift Effect (TD) for the time
delay relays are negligible. The normal ambient temperature at the relays is within the
vendor specified normal ambient temperature (Ref. 2.23).

4.9 Assume Power Supply Effects (PS) for the time delay relays are negligible. The
supply voltage variation is expected to be encompassed by the voltage variation
margin available (±10% of rated voltage, Ref. 2.23).

4.10 The vendor does not specify a Temperature Effect, Temperature Drift or Power Supply
Effect for the undervoltage relay timing function. These effects will be assumed to be
negligible.
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5.0 DEVICE UNCERTAINTIES - Ax (Ref. 2.1)

Ax = +V (RAx) 2 + (TEx) 2 + (HEX) 2 + (SEx) 2 + (RE2) 2 + (PSX) 2 + (SPEx) 2 + (OVPx) 2

5.1 Undervoltage Relay Uncertainties - Voltage Trip: (Ref. Section 3.1.4)

Reference Accuracy -"RA"

RA v = + 0.20% of setting

RA= + (2 (104.6))V

RAv=+ 0.21 V

Temperature Effects - "TE"

TEv = + 0.20% of setting

TEv = ± 0.20 (104.6))V

TEv = + 0.21 V

Humidity Effects - "HE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

Radiation Effects - "RE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

Power Supply Effects - "PS"

PSv = + 0.20% of setting

Psv- (o (104.6)) V

PSv=+ 0.21 V

SSE Effects- "SE"

Negligible - Ref. Section 4.3
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Static Pressure Effects - "SPE"

N/A for instrument type

Over Pressure Effects - "OVP"

N/A for instrument type

Total Undervoltage Relay Uncertainty (Voltage Trip) - Av:

Av = +_/(RAv)2 + (TEv) 2 + (HEy) 2 + (SEv) 2 + (REv) 2 + (PSV) 2 + (SPEv) 2 + (OVPv) 2

Av = ±•(0.21)2 + (0.21)? + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0.21)2 + (0)2 + (0)2

Av=±0.36 V

5.2 Undervoltage Relay Uncertainties - Time Delay: (Ref. Section 3.1.5)

Reference Accuracy - "RA"

RA =+ 10% setting

RA 10 (4)) sec

RAT = ± 0.40 seconds

Temperature Effects- "TE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.10

Humidity Effects - "HE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

Radiation Effects - "RE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

Power Supply Effects - "PS"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.10

SSE Effects - "SE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.3
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Static Pressure Effects - "SPE"

N/A for instrument type

Over Pressure Effects - "OVP"

N/A for instrument type

Total Undervoltage Relay Uncertainty (Time Delay) - AT:

Ar = ±V/(RAr)2 + (TEr) 2 + (HEr) 2 + (SEt)2 + (RET) 2 + (PST) 2 + (SPEr)2 + (OVPT) 2

AT = ±V,(RAr)2 + (0)2 + (0)? + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2

AT= RAT= +0.40 Seconds

5.3 Time Delay Relay Uncertainties: (Ref. Section 3.2.4)

Reference Accuracy -"RA"

RATD + 5% setting

RATD-- ( ( 3 0 0 )) sec

RATD = 15.00 seconds

Temperature Effects - "TE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.8

Humidity Effects- "HE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

Radiation Effects - "RE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.2

Power Supply Effects - "PS"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.9

SSE Effects - "SE"

Negligible - Reference Section 4.3

Static Pressure Effects - "SPE"

N/A for instrument type
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Over Pressure Effects - "OVP"

N/A for instrument type

Total Time Delay Relay Uncertainty - AmD:

ATD = ±+(RArD)2 + (TETD) 2 + (HETD) 2 + (SETD) 2 + (RETD) 2 + (PSTD) 2 + (SPETD) 2 + (OVPrD) 2

ATD = ±-(RAro)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0)2

ATD = RATD = ±15.00 Seconds

6.0 LOOP UNCERTAINTIES (Ref. 2.1)

6.1 SRSS of all individual device uncertainties -"A," (Ref. 2.1)

Loop Device Uncertainty (Voltage Trip):

ALv = JA) = ±Av = ±0.36 V

Loop Device Uncertainty (Time Delay - LOCA):

ALM1 = ±1(-A-)2 = ±AT = ±0.40 seconds

Loop Device Uncertainty (Time Delay - No LOCA):

ALT2 = ±+(AT) 2 + (ATD) 2

ALTZ = ±_ (0.40)2 + (15.00)2 = +15.01 seconds

6.2 SRSS of all Measurement & Test Equipment Effects - "Cl," (Ref. 2.1)

Per Reference 2.8, a Fluke 45 Digital Voltmeter (or Fluke 8600A) is used to monitor
the trip point of the undervoltage relays during calibration. The uncertainty data for a
Fluke 45, taken from Ref. 2.10, will be used to estimate the M&TE effects. The
reference accuracy of the Fluke 45 is:

RAF4s = ±(0.2% reading + 0.1 V)

The reference accuracy above is for the 0-300V scale, medium resolution. This value
is valid for ambient temperatures between 180C and 280C (64.4°F to 82.4°F). Since
the expected temperature at calibration (104TF, i.e. 40'C) is outside the given range, a
temperature correction factor from Ref. 2.10 must be applied. This correction factor is
stated as: '<0.1 times the applicable accuracy specification per degree C for 0C to
180C and 28°C to 500C (320 to 64.40 and 82.40 to 1220F). The temperature correction
factor for this application is <0.1 (40-28) or 1.2.

The 'reading' will be assumed to be 104.6 V, the nominal trip setpoint.
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RAF45 = ±1.2 * ((0.2*104.6/100) + 0.1) V = _+0.371 V

The setting tolerance from reference 2.6 is ±1.50 V. As the setting tolerance is larger
than the reference accuracy of the undervoltage relay (±0.21 V) and the test equipment
error, +1.50 V will be assumed for the M&TE error.

CLv = +1.50 V

Per Reference 2.8, a Doble F2253 test set is used to measure the time delay for the
undervoltage relays during calibration. Per Attachment 3, the timing accuracy of the
F2253 is 0.0039% of reading. The 'reading' will be assumed to be 4 sec., the nominal
setpoint.

RATF2253 = -40.0039*4/100 = 10.000156 V

The setting tolerance from reference 2.6 is ±0.2 seconds. As the reference accuracy of
the undervoltage relay (±0.4 seconds) is larger than the setting tolerance and the test
equipment error, ±0.4 seconds will be assumed for the M&TE error.

Therefore, the Loop Uncertainty for the time delay function with a LOCA signal
present is:

CLTI = 10.4 seconds

Per Reference 2.7, a Doble F2253 test set is used to measure the time delay for the
time delay relays during calibration. Per Attachment 3, the timing accuracy of the
F2253 is 0039% of reading. The 'reading' will be assumed to be 300 sec., the nominal
setpoint.

RA = 0039 (300) = ±0.0117 seconds
RoF2253 = oo100

The setting tolerance from reference 2.6 is ±_15 seconds. As the setting tolerance and
reference accuracy of the time delay relay (±15 seconds) is larger than the test
equipment error, ±15 seconds will be assumed for the M&TE error.

Therefore, the Loop Uncertainty for the time delay function with no LOCA signal
present is:

CLT2 = J-SRSS (0.4, 15) z.±15.0 seconds
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6.3 SRSS of all individual device drifts - "D1," (Ref. 2.1)

Undervoltage Relay Drift - DRy

DRv = ± 1.460 VAC for 30 months

Undervoltage Relay Temperature Drift - TDv

Negligible - Reference Section 4.4

Undervoltage Relay Time Delay Drift - DRT

DRT = ± 0.327 sec for 30 months

Undervoltage Relay Time Delay Temperature Drift - TDT

Negligible - Reference Section 4.10

Time Delay Relay Drift - DRTD

DRTD = ± 26.725 sec for 30 months

Time Delay Relay Temperature Drift - TDD

Negligible - Reference Section 4.8

Loop Drift (Voltage Trip):

DLV = ± (DRv) 2 + (TDv) 2

DLv = ±+(1.460)2 + (0)2

DLv = ±1.460 V

Loop Drift (Time Delay - LOCA):

DLT1 = ± (DRr)2 + (TDT) 2

DLT1 = ±ý/(0.3272 + (0)2

DLT1 = ±0.327 seconds
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Loop Drift (Time Delay - No LOCA):

DLT2 = ±+I(DRT)2 + (TDT)2 + (DRroT) + (TDoD) 2

DLTZ = ±•(0.327) 2 + (0)2 + (26.725)z + (0)2

DLT2 = ±26.728 seconds

6.4 Process Measurement Uncertainty - "PM"

No process measurement uncertainty is applicable to either the voltage or time delay
setpoints.

6.5 Primary Element Uncertainty - "PE"

The primary elements for each loop are the potential transformers at the bus. Per
Section 4.7, the accuracy class of the potential transformers is 0.3. Per Reference
2.12, the limits of transformer correction factor for a 0.3 accuracy class potential
transformer are 1.003 to 0.997 (i.e. ±0.3%). Again assuming 104.6 V nominal output,
the potential transformer uncertainty is:

(0.3
PE =- j- (104.6)) V

PE =± 0.314 V

No Primary Element Uncertainty is applicable to the time delay.

6.6 Insulation Resistance Effects - "IR"

Insulation Resistance Effect for the voltage trip function is assumed to be negligible
(Reference Section 4.5). IR effects are not applicable to the time delay function.

6.7 Loop Uncertainty - Voltage Trip

LU, = ±_(ALV)2 + (CLV) 2 + (pM,)2 + (pEV) 2 + (oRV)2

LUv SRSS (0.36, 1.5, 0, 0.314, 0)

LUv+ 1.58 1,

6.8 Total Loop Uncertainty - Voltage Trip

TLUv = LUv + DLV
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TLUv = ± (1.58 + 1.460) V

TLUUv = ±3.04 V

6.9 Loop Uncertainty - Time Delay (LOCA)

LUlT1 = ±4(ALT1) 2 + (CLTr) 2 + (PMr) 2 + (PET) 2 + (IRT)2

LUTI = ± SRSS (0.40, 0.40, 0, 0, 0)

L UTI = ± 0. 5 7 seconds

6.10 Loop Uncertainty - Time Delay (No LOCA)

LUTz = ±_(ALT2)2 + (CLT2) 2 + (PMT) 2 + (PET) 2 + (IRr) 2

LUT2 = ±-SRSS (15.01, 15.00, 0, 0, 0)

L Up = ±21.22 seconds

6.11 Total Loop Uncertainty - Time Delay (LOCA)

TLUTI = LUTI + DLTI

TLUTi = (0.57 + 0.32 7) seconds

TL UTi = ±0.90 seconds

6.12 Total Loop Uncertainty - Time Delay (No LOCA)

TLUn = LU72 + DL2

TLUT2 = (21.22 + 26. 728) seconds

TLUT2 = ±4 7.95 seconds

6.13 Allowable Values - Voltage Trip

Lower Allowable Value = Lower Analytic Limit + LU

Lower Allowable Value = 101.24 V + 1.58 V

Lower Allowable Value = 102.82 V

Upper Allowable Value = Upper Analytic Limit - LU

Upper Allowable Value = 109.89 V - 1.58 V
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Upper Allowable Value = 108.31 V

6.14 Nominal Trip Setpoint - Voltage Trip

NTSP: >_ (Lower Analytic Limit + TLU) & : (Upper Analytic Limit - TLU)

NTSP: _ (101.24 V + 3.04 V) & • (109.89 V - 3.04 V)

NTSP: _ 104.28 V & < 106.85 V

6.15 Allowable Values - Time Delay (LOCA)

Lower Allowable Value = Lower Analytic Limit + LU

Lower Allowable Value = 3.28 seconds + 0.57 seconds

Lower Allowable Value = 3.85 seconds

Upper Allowable Value = Upper Analytic Limit - LU

Upper Allowable Value = 6.00 seconds - 0.57 seconds

Upper Allowable Value = 5.43 seconds

6.16 Allowable Values - Time Delay (No LOCA)

Lower Allowable Value = Lower Analytic Limit + LU

Lower Allowable Value = 240 seconds + 21.22 seconds

Lower Allowable Value = 261.22 seconds (4.36 min)

Upper Allowable Value = Upper Analytic Limit - LU

Upper Allowable Value = 360 seconds - 21.22 seconds

Upper Allowable Value = 338.78 seconds (5.64 min)

6.17 Nominal Trip Setpoint - Time Delay (LOCA)

NTSP: > (Lower Analytic Limit + TLU) & < (Upper Analytic Limit - TLU)

NTSP: > (3.28 seconds + 0.90 seconds) & < (6.00 seconds - 0.90 seconds)

NTSP: > 4.18 seconds & < 5.10 seconds
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As shown above, the calculated Total Loop Uncertainty yields a setpoint range that
will not support the existing plant setpoint (4 sec). Calculation margin will be
removed by re-calculating the Total Loop Uncertainty using margin reduction
techniques as described in Ref. 2.1.

The reduced margin Total Loop Uncertainty is given by:

TLUT, = ±J (LUr) 2 + (DLT1) 2

TLUTI =±SRSS (0.57, 0.327)

TL UT) = ±0. 66 seconds

The reduced margin Nominal Trip Setpoint range is therefore:

NTSP: > (Lower Analytic Limit + TLU) & < (Upper Analytic Limit - TLU)

NTSP: > (3.28 seconds + 0.66 seconds) & < (6.00 seconds - 0.66 seconds)

NTSP: > 3.94 seconds & < 5.34 seconds

6.18 Nominal Trip Setpoint - Time Delay (No LOCA)

NTSP: > (Lower Analytic Limit + TLU) & < (Upper Analytic Limit - TLU)

NTSP: > (240 seconds + 47.95 seconds) & < (360 seconds - 47.95 seconds)

NTSP: >287.95 seconds & < 312.05 seconds

NTSP: > 4.80 minutes & < 5.20 minutes

6.19 LER Avoidance Analysis - Voltage Trip

LER Avoidance probability is based on a number "Z" calculated as shown below. If
the value of Z is > 1.28 then the probability of avoiding an LER is > 90%, the
acceptance criteria (Ref. 2.1). The LER Avoidance Analysis will be performed using
the Lower Allowable Value.

z IAV - NTSPI
01

Where:

AV = 103.0 volts (Recommended Value)
NTSP = 104.6 volts

a, - Calculated as shown below
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With:

n = # of standard deviations used in specifying the individual uncertainty
components

o- = n- V(ALV)2 + (CLv) 2 + (DLV) 2

= 0. 5 *(SRSS(O. 36, 1.5, 1.460))

at = 1.07 V

Therefore:

Z = 1103 - 104.61
1.07

Z = 1.49

From common statistical tables (Ref. 2.14), this value of Z yields an LER avoidance
probability greater than 90%.

6.20 LER Avoidance Analysis - Time Delay (LOCA)

The margin between the recommended lower allowable value and the nominal trip
setpoint is less than the margin between the upper allowable value and nominal
setpoint and will provide the least LER avoidance. Therefore the LER avoidance
probability will be determined using the lower allowable value.

= IAV -NTSPI

Where:

AV = 3.85 seconds (Recommended)
NTSP = 4.0 seconds

a, - Calculated as shown below
With:

n = # of standard deviations used in specifying the individual uncertainty
components

1

a,= [-(ALr) 2 + (CLr) 2 + (DLr) 2

n

a,=0. 5 *(SRSS (0.40, 0.40, 0.32 7))

a1 = 0.33 seconds
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Therefore:

Z = 13.85 - 4.01
0.33

Z = 0.45

From common statistical tables (Ref. 2.14), this value of Z yields an LER avoidance
probability less than 90%.

6.21 LER Avoidance Analysis - Time Delay (No LOCA)

Using the equations from section 6.20 and the values derived for the Time Delay No
LOCA:

Z= 1360-3001
0.5*(SRSS(15.01, 15.0, 26.728, 0, 0))

Z= 3.51

From common statistical tables (Ref. 2.14), this value of Z yields a LER avoidance
probability greater than 95%.

6.22 Spurious Trip Avoidance Analysis - Voltage Trip

The most severe recoverable voltage transient postulated, is that of clearing a nearby
transmission system or in-plant distribution system bolted fault. The bus voltage level
during such an event could dip below the voltage trip setting and begin the relay
timing. Therefore, no spurious trip avoidance analysis will be performed for the
voltage trip setting. Spurious segregation from the off-site source is prevented by the
time delay function.

6.23 Spurious Trip Avoidance Analysis - Time Delay LOCA

The probability of avoiding spurious trips is determined by calculating a value "Z" as
shown below. If the value of Z is > 1.645, the probability of avoiding a spurious trip is
> 95%. (Ref. 2.1)

INTSP- Xrl
(c)2 + (a,)2

Where:

NTSP - Nominal Trip Setpoint

XT - Limiting Operating Transient Variation

XT = X0 - T - To, if the process variable decreases to the Analytic Limit
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X0 = maximum or minimum steady state operating value
T = magnitude of the limiting transient variation
TC = modeling bias or uncertainty

Gn - The standard deviation associated with the limiting operating transient, typically
zero when the limiting operating transient is based on existing documented
operating restrictions.

a, - The standard deviation associated with the loop uncertainty, calculated as shown
below:

1
= -(ALTJ) + (CLri) 2 + (DLT1) 2 + (PMT) 2 + (PEr) 2

The most severe recoverable voltage transient postulated, is that of clearing a nearby
transmission system or in-plant distribution system bolted fault. The maximum fault
clearing time consideration for the applicable fault level circuit breakers would be 6
cycles. It is also prudent to assume an additional 10 cycles to allow for voltage
recovery post-fault. This correlates to 0.267 seconds (16 cycles * 0.0167
seconds/cycle = 0.267 seconds).

Z = 14.0 - 0.2671
0.5*(SRSS(0.40, 0.40, 0.327, 0, 0))

Z = 11.42

From common statistical tables (Ref. 2.14), this value of Z yields a spurious trip
avoidance probability greater than 95%.

6.24 Spurious Trip Avoidance Analysis - Time Delay (No LOCA)

Using the equations from section 6.23 and the values derived for the Time Delay No
LOCA:

Z = 1300 - 0.2671
0.5*(SRSS(15.01, 15.0, 26.728, 0, 0))

Z= 17.56

From common statistical tables (Ref. 2.14), this value of Z yields a spurious trip
avoidance probability greater than 95%.

6.25 Reset Point Evaluation

The pickup (reset) point of the undervoltage relays should be such that under the worst
case transient conditions the bus is not spuriously segregated from the off site source.
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As stated previously, with 0.975 Per-Unit switchyard driving voltage, the lowest
transient voltage on the Division III 4160V bus has been calculated to be 3359.2V
(95.80V on a 120V basis) which occurs during the start of the HPCS pump, with
voltage recovery to 3880.9 V (1 10.88V on a 120V basis). This condition provides an
initial terminal voltage at the HPCS pump motor of 3329.25 V. Assuming a constant
terminal voltage of 3329.25 V (i.e. no voltage recovery as the motor accelerates) the
acceleration time of the HPCS pump motor has been determined to be no more than
3.28 seconds. Therefore, the actual recovery time to at least 3880.9 V would be no
more than 3.28 seconds (the Lower Analytic Limit of the time delay setting).

The present pickup (reset) point for the under voltage relays is 105.65 V and the
dropout (trip) point is established by the 99% tap setting at 104.60V. Assuming worst
case performance of the relays, the trip could occur at the Upper Allowable Value of
107.53 V and the reset could occur at 108.60 V (i.e. 1.01 x 107.53).

Given the above, the bus voltage would recover above the reset point of the relay
108.60 V (3801 V) to at least 110.88 V (3880.9 V) before the time delay times out
(even with the worst case performance from the time delay). Therefore, the reset value
will prevent spurious segregation from the preferred off site source and is acceptable.

7.0 TSTF CALCULATIONS (Ref. 2.1)

7.1 As-Left Tolerance

ALTv - Undervoltage Relay (Voltage Trip) TSTF-493 Calculation

ALTv = RAv
= +0.21V

ALTT - Undervoltage Relay (Time Delay) TSTF-493 Calculation

ALTT = RAT
= ± 0.40 seconds

ALTTD - Time Delay Relay TSTF-493 Calculation

ALTD = RATD
= ± 15.0 seconds

7.2 As-Found Tolerance (AFT)

The drift values used in this calculation were derived by statistical
analysis, therefore per Reference 2. 1:
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AFT = ±DR

AFTv- Undervoltage Relay (Voltage Trip) TSTF-493 Calculation

DRv = ±1.460 V for 30 months
AFTv = DRv

= ±1.460 V

AFTT - Undervoltage Relay (Time Delay) TSTF-493 Calculation

DRT = ±0.327 seconds for 30 months
AFTT = DRT

= +0.327 seconds

AFTTD- Time Delay Relay TSTF-493 Calculation

DR-D = ±26.725 seconds for 30 months
AFTTD = DRTD

= ±26.725 seconds
7.3 Loop Tolerances

ALTLV - As-Left Loop Tolerance Undervoltage Relay (Voltage Trip)

ALTLV = ± SRSS (ALTv)
= +SRSS (0.21)
- +0.21V

ALTLT - As-Left Loop Tolerance Undervoltage Relay (Time Delay) - LOCA

ALTLT = ±SRSS (ALTT)
= + SRSS (0.40)
= ± 0.40 seconds

ALTLTD - As-Left Loop Tolerance Time Delay Relay - No LOCA

ALTLTD = ± SRSS (ALTT, ALTTD)

= ± SRSS (0.40, 15.0)
= + 15.0 seconds

AFTLV - As-Found Loop Tolerance Undervoltage Relay (Voltage Trip)

AFTLv = ± SRSS (AFTv)
= ±SRSS (1.460)
= ±1.460 V
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AFTLT - As-Found Loop Tolerance Undervoltage Relay (Time Delay) - LOCA

AFTLT - - SRSS (AFTT)
= + SRSS (0.327) seconds
= 4- 0.327 seconds

AFTLTD - As-Found Loop Tolerance Time Delay Relay - No LOCA

AFTLTD - + SRSS (AFTT, AFTTD)
= + SRSS (0.327, 26.725) seconds
= 4-26.727 seconds
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8.0 CONCLUSION

Voltage Trip:

The calculated setpoint range and the Upper Allowable Value are conservative with respect
to the existing plant settings. The existing Lower Allowable Value (101.67 V) is non-
conservative with respect to the calculated value.

Time Delay - LOCA

The initial calculated setpoint range would not support the existing LOCA Time Delay
setpoint. Margin reduction techniques were used to remove some conservatism from the
calculated values. With the reduced uncertainty, the existing plant setpoint was shown to
be acceptable. The existing Allowable Value (3.6 seconds) is non-conservative with
respect to the calculated Lower Allowable Value for the LOCA Time Delay..

Time Delay- No LOCA

The calculated setpoint and allowable values are conservative with respect to the existing
plant setpoints and allowable values. Therefore, the existing plant setpoint is acceptable.

The spurious trip and LER avoidance criterion is met for all values except the time delay
lower allowable value. LER avoidance is not met using the recommended lower allowable
value.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS - Voltage Trip
SYSTEM P81 - HPCS Diesel Generator (Electrical)
LOOP NUMBERS 127-IA/B, 127-2A/B
TOTAL LOOP UNCERTAINTY ± 3.04 V
LOOP UNCERTAINTY +1.58 V
LOOP DRIFT ± 1.460 V
LOOP CALIBRATION ± 1.50 V
UNCERTAINTY

EXISTING CALCULATED
Upper Analytic Limit 109.89 V
Upper Allowable Value < 107.53 V < 108.31 V
Nominal Trip Setpoint 104.60 V >104.28 V and <106.85 V
Lower Allowable Value > 103.00 V* > 102.82 V
Lower Analytic Limit 101.24 V ********I*****

Recommended Lower Allowable Value
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SIJMMARY OF RFSIJIITS -Time lelay (IOCA']

SYSTEM P81 - HPCS Diesel Generator (Electrical)
LOOP NUMBERS 127-IA/B, 127-2A/B
TOTAL LOOP UNCERTAINTY ± 0.90 seconds (±0.66 sec. reduced margin)
LOOP UNCERTAINTY + 0.57 seconds
LOOP DRIFT + 0.327 seconds
LOOP CALIBRATION ± 0.40 seconds
UNCERTAINTY

EXISTING CALCULATED
Upper Analytic Limit 6 sec
Upper Allowable Value :54.4 sec < 5.43 sec
Nominal Trip Setpoint 4.0 sec >3.94 sec and <5.34 sec
Lower Allowable Value >3.85 sec* > 3.85 sec
Lower Analytic Limit 3.28 sec

Recommended Lower Allowable Value

SUMMARY OF RESULTS - Time Delay (No LOCA)
SYSTEM P81 - HPCS Diesel Generator (Electrical)
LOOP NUMBERS 127-IA/B, 127-2A/B, 162-1/2
TOTAL LOOP UNCERTAINTY + 47.95 seconds
LOOP UNCERTAINTY ±21.22 seconds
LOOP DRIFT ± 26.728 seconds
LOOP CALIBRATION + 15.0 seconds
UNCERTAINTY

EXISTING CALCULATED
Upper Analytic Limit 6.0 min
Upper Allowable Value <5.5 min _< 5.64 min
Nominal Trip Setpoint 5.0 min >4.8 min and <5.2 min
Lower Allowable Value >4.5 min > 4.36 min
Lower Analytic Limit 4.0 min
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Summary of Calibration Tolerances

As-Left Undervoltage Relay (Voltage Trip) TSTF-493 (ALTv) ±0.21 V

As-Left Undervoltage Relay (Time Delay) TSTF-493 (ALTT) ±0.40 seconds

As-Left Time Delay Relay TSTF-493 (ALTTD) ± 15.0 seconds

As-Found Undervoltage Relay (Voltage Trip) TSTF-493 (AFTv) ±1.460 V

As-Found Undervoltage Relay (Time Delay) TSTF-493 (AFTT) +0.327 seconds

As-Found Time Delay Relay TSTF-493 (AFTmD) ±26.725 seconds

As-Left Loop Tolerance Undervoltage Relay (Voltage Trip) (ALTLV) ±0.21 V

As-Left Loop Tolerance Undervoltage Relay (Time Delay) - LOCA ±0.40 seconds
(ALTLT)

As-Left Loop Tolerance Time Delay Relay- No LOCA (ALTLTD) ±1 5.0 seconds

As-Found Loop Tolerance Undervoltage Relay (Voltage Trip) (AFTLV) ±1.460 V

As-Found Loop Tolerance Undervoltage Relay (Time Delay) - LOCA +0.327 seconds
(AFTLT)

As-Found Loop Tolerance Time Delay Relay - No LOCA (AFTLTD) ±26.727 seconds
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INTRODUCTION

These instructions contain the Information required to properly Install, operate, andtest I-T-E solid-state single phase voltage relays, ITE-27M and ITE-$gN.
The I-T-E voltage relay is housed In a sami-flush drawout relay case suitable for convan- 4tional panel mounting.

All connections to the relay are made it terminals located on the rear of the case andclearly numbered.

Voltage and time dial settings are located on the front panel behind a removable clearcover. Provisions for a meter seal are included.

A target Indicator Is also mounted an the front panel. The target is reset by means, of apushbutton extending through the relay cover.

An LED Indicator Is provided for convenlence In testing ind calibrating the pickup anddropout settings.

PRECAUTION4
The following precautions should be taken whem applying these relays.

I. incorrect wiring may result in damage. se sure wiring agrees with the connection dia-gram for the particular relay before the relay Is energized. Se sure control pV r. Is appliedin the correct polarity before applying control power.

2. Apply only the rated control voltagemerked on the front panel.

For relays with dual rated control voltage, withdraw the relay from the case and check thatthe movable link an the circuit board Is In the aorrect position for the system controlvoltage.

3. Do not attempt to menually operate target vanes on these relays. Although the targetsreturn their Indication under shock, they can be damged by manual operation with . pencil orpointed object.

b. Do not apply high voltage tests to solid-state relays. If a control wiringtest Is required, partially withdraw the circuit board from th@ case to break the connectionsbefore applying the test voltage.

S. The entire circuit assembly of the voltage relay Is rmovable. This board should in-sert samothly. Do not use force.

6. Note that removal of the tap block pin Is equivalent to setting the lowest tap.
7. follow test Instructions to verify that the relay is in proper working order. If arelay is found to be defective we suggest that It be returned to the factory for repair.immediate replacement of the removable element can be made from the factory& identify bycatalog number. We suggest that a complete spare relay be ordered as a replacement, and the (Mr.erative unit be repaired and retained as a spare. By specifying the relay catalog nmbder, a tschematic and circuit description may be obtained from your sales engineer should you desireto repair or recalibrate the relay. CAUTION: Since troubleshooting entails working withenergized equipment. caution should be taken to avoid personal shock. 0ely competent tech-nicians familiar with good safety practices should service these devices.
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PLACING THE RELAY INTO SERVICE

1. RECEIVING, HANDLING, STORAGE

Upon receipt of the relay (when not included as part of a switchboard) examine for shipping
damage. If damage or loss is evident, file a claim at once and promptly notify the nearest
Brown Boveri Electric Sales Office. Keep the relay clean and dry and use normal care in hand-
ling to avoid mechanical damage.

AYnAcHMNT2

PAGE 3 OF /..2
2. INSTALLATION
Mounti

The outline dimensions and panel drilling and cutout Information is given in Figure 1.

Cnctons

All I-T-E Protective Relays have metal front panels which are connected through printed
.circuit board runs and connector wiring to a terminal at the rear of the relay case. The tar-
minal Is marked "G". in all applications this terminal should be wired to ground.

Special care must be taken to connect control power in the proper polarity.

Internal and external connections are shown in the APPLICATION section, page 7.

for relays with dual rated control voltage, before energizing the relay, the relay element
should be withdrawn from its case, and a visual check be made to Insure that the movable control
voltage selection link has been placed on the correct terminal for the system control voltage.
The location of this link is shown In Figure 5.

& SETWINGS

P1CICUP

The pickup taps are identified by the actual value of voltage which will cause the output

contacts to transfer.

DROPOUT

Dropout taps are identified as a percentage of the pickup voltage. Taps are provided for
70, 802, 90% and 992 of Pickup, OR 30*. 40%, 50%, 60% of pickup.

TIME DIAL

The time dial taps are identified as 1,2,3,4,5, and 6.
acteristic curves In the APPLICATION section of this maumal.
vided on relays with the high speed characteristic,

Refer to the time-voltage char-
Time dial selection is not pro-

SPECIAL NOTE

Pickup and dropout voltages may be adjusted to values other than those provided by the - ,.
fixed ta*,. hv means of Internal calibration octentlometers. See section on TESTING for vro-
cedures.

On units with a time dial, the operating time may also be adjusted to any specific value
between those provided by the fixed taps.
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APPLICATION OATA

I-T-E Single Phase Voltage Relays PrOviae a wide range of
undervoltage protection of motors and automatic bus transfer.
transient immunity allow the use of these relays in generating
the performance of electromechanlcal relays bmuld be marginal.

protective functions, including
Inherently high seismic and

stations or substations Wwere

The unique design of the output circuit does not require sealsin contacts allowing simpli-
fication of bus-transfer schemes. Operation indicators 're provided as standard features on
all types.

The ITE-27N and ITE59N are designed for those applications khere exceptional accuracy,
repeatabilicy, and long term stability are required.

Harmonic distortion In the AC aveform can have & notlcible effect on the relay operating
point and on measuring Instruments used to set the relay. Sea discussion in the TESTING section
of this book. An internal harmonic filter module will be available at a later date for those
applications where waveform distortion is a factor.

h' o.*~ Mvp 
Figure I,-re 

"p "Relay Outline
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chracteristics of c5W g;lls

if-a OeRai,
.Type __ Pickup RAng

Control Catalog
vagn Numer

ITE-271i

iTZ-s9N

~0-
50-
Li'-
vi-;

Ito v 702 - 3 last
110 V 702 339 Inst
110 v ttns

Ti0 V 30- 6• last
ti0 V 32 - 602 lost

IIII I

1.U-_.
60-

I00-

100-

100-

1-10 set
0.1-1 80c;

Inst

-Inst

WU125 Vdc

.W125 Vict
W/125 Vdc

.44/125 Vdc.

W1l25 Wde
48/125 Vdc

Jl

21 I111175

21110175

21 IT0275
21110275
21 1IT0I75

21 IU617S
211110175

150 V
ISO V
ISO v

702 -
702 -
702 -

•3%
352
591

I1!0 sec
0.1-1 sec

last
#nst
pnst
lnst
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I-T-E SOLID STATE VOLTAGE RELAYS

RATINGS

input Circuit
Rating

TACMENT

PAGE5 OF/Ua
* ITE-27N ISO Vac Maximum Continuous

I IT[-59N 160 Vac Maximum Continuous

Burden Less than I VA at 120 Vec

Frequency : 50/60 Hz

Output Circuit

Control Power

Temperature

Tolerances

(Without harMWonC
filter module,

after 10 minute
warm-up.)

: Each contact at 125 Vdc:
ICA tripping duty
SA continuous
IA break, resistive

O.3A break, Inductive

Rated '6/12S Vdc at 0.05 ampere max.
(must operate 341 60 Vdc for 48V nominal)
(must operate 70-142 Vdc for 11IS nominal)

ANSI range -20C to +SS*C
oust operate -3@0C to +10C

Pickup and dropout settings with respect to printed dial
markings (factory calibration) a +/- 2%.

Pickup and dropout settings, repeatability at constant tm-

ature and constant control voltage - +/- 0.2. (See Note)

Pickup and dropout settin", repetabilIty over dc control
power range of 100-140 Volts (38-57V) m 4k 0.22. (See Vote)

Pickup and dropout settings, repeatability over temperature
ra0toe +

0 to +We .- 0.2 (See Note)

Tolerances Time Delay
instantaneous model r. 3 cycles oqerating tcm.

Definite Time nadels (see pproprlate curve),
tlO% or t20 milliseconds, whichever is greater.

Reset Time : Less than 2 cycles.
(ITE-27N resets when Input voltage goes above pickup setting.)
(ITE-5911 resets heusn Input voltage goes below dropout setting.)

Dielectric 2000 Vac INS, I Minute, all circuits to ground.

NOTE: The three toleranceS ShowM should be considored Independent and my be cumulative.
Tolerances assue pura sine wave input signal.

Harmonic Filter (Preliminary Oats) OPTIONAL

The harmonic filter module attenuates al harmonics of the SO/Oft input. Therefore,
the relay then operates basically on the fundamental -omponent of the input volta"e

signal. Sae figure on page 6 for typical filter response curve.

Ratings are the Som as shonu above e•cept:

Pickup and dropout settings, repeatability over temperature ranges

-t0 to .55*C
0 to 40*C

if- 1.5%
4k 0.112

Time Delay
instantaneous model < 5 cycles operating time

Aeset Tine
Lesq than 3 vco
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PAGE 7

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS

OUTPUT CONTACT LOGIC

The following tables define the output contact states In various conditions of the
measured input voltage and the control power supply. AS SHOWN means the contacts are in the
state shown on the internal. connection diagram for the relay being considered. TRANSFERRED
means the contacts are in the opposite state to that shown on the internal connection diagram.

a
CONDIT ION CONTACT LOGICICTE-27T ITE-S2N

Normal Control Power

Input vultage below dropout setting Transferred As Shown

Normal Control Power

input voltage above pickup setting As Shown Transferred

No Control Power As Shown As Shown

4-) 1+1

II
A C

INPUT

I I

IY OI )6 0 31,3
Note: External
resistor must
be connected
for relay to
operate.
Resistor I's
shipped mounted
on the relay.I

Figure 2: Internal Connections

,ATTACHMENT 1
TO "k a FAPI-qtyHI

71TP1 POWERt

49

figure J: Typical External Connections
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0Pickup Voltage Level

Dropout Voltage Level

Input Voltage
Decreasing

Input
Voltage On

Figure ie: ITE-27N Operation of
Dropout Indicating Light

Figure 4b% ITV-59N Operation of
Pickup Indicating Light

0 Coeameor 91 ve 0 ( )

0 a

It 1b
CC=CUC -w*. Sea tAWAb

D9stereAi C^%...

R7cm'j ye imadafteag10

PICKOP CAU.
CW roX*at

COAL.

Ceel vmi-

£Aatv0Ml a

ATTACHMENT -.1

PAGE 2 OF Q~
Z- Z7 A

zort-SAI

Figure 5: Circuit Mard Locations of KeY Campoeants
:... ÷)
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TESTING

1. MAINTENANCE AND RENEWAL PARTS

No routine maintenance is required on these relays. Follow test Instructions to verify
that the relay is in proper working order. Ve recommend that an inoperative relay be returned
to the factory for repair; however, a circuit description and/or a schematic diagram are
available for those who wish to attempt repairs. Contact your local sales engineer or contact
the factory. These relays have a control relay as the output stage. This output relay may be
ordered from the factory. Replacement target head assembly may be ordered should the target
be mechanically damaged. (See page it)

Also avallable from the factory are circuit card extenders which are recommended for usa
when calibrating the relays. All these relays use the 18 point extender, catalog 200XOO|8.

OlAWOUT ELEMENT

Drawout circuit boards of the same catalog number are Interchangeable. The board is reaoved
by using the metal pull knobs on the front pIael. The circuit board is identified by the
catalog number on the front panel and a serial number stamped on the under side of the circuit
board.

CAUTION A1TACH-MFN4T

Simce troubleshooting entails working with energIzed equipment, caution XTOJcIeRF -7O -•'I
should be taken to avoid personal shock. Only competent technicians PAGE C1 OF )
familiar with good safety practices should service these devices.

L. HIGM P0TNTIAL TEs

Do not apply high potential tests to solid state relay circuits. If a control wiring Insu-
lation test Is required, withdraw the circuit board from the case before applying the test voltage.
Partial withdrawal to disconnect circuit board from connector In rear of case is adequate.

L. ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Follow calibration procedures under paragraph 4. Select Time Dial 13. For ITE-17N,

Chock timing by dropping voltage to 503 of pickup. For ITE-S5N, by Increasing voltage to
110 percent of pickup. Tolerances should be within those listed on page S. Calibration
wy be trImmd or adjusted to the final settings required for the application at this time.

CAUSUTN TESTS

Connect the relay to the proper source of control voltag (to match the relay nameplate
rating). for relays with dual rating, be sure the movable link an the circuit board is in the
correct position. Connect the relay to the AC test source and to a timer. Typical test cir-
cuits are shom in figure 6.. If very accurate settings are required for a particular applica-
tion, say within -+311 of a given voltage, & stable, harmanlc free test source is required. We
recommend a "lIne corrector" type device be used in these cases. See figure 7 for the reco-men-
ded AC test source circuit. The line corrector typically has less than 0.32 hamonic distortion.

A light emitting diode indicator is provided an the front panel for convenience
in testing. its action is Instantaneous, thereby removing the uncertainty caused by the time
delay before the output contacts transfer. The action of the indicator depends an the voltage
level and the direction of voltage change and is best explained by referring to figure 4.

Pickup my be varied between the fixed taps by adjusting the pickup calibration potentio-
meter R27. Pickup should be set first, with the dropout tap set at 552, and the pickup tap sat
at the nearest value to the desired setting. Decrease the voltage until dropout occurs, then
recheck pickup by Increasing the voltage. ReadJust until pickup occurs at precisely the desired
voltage.
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Potentiometer R16 is provided to adjust dropout. Set the dropout tap to the next lower
tap to the desired value. Increase the input voltage to above pickup and then lower until
dropout occurs. Readjust R16 and repeat until the required setting has been made.

Similarly, the time delay may be adjusted higher or lower then the values shown on the
time-voltage curves by means of the time delay calibration potentiometer R41. Time delay is
initiated when the voltage falls from above pickup to below the dropout setting.

If the voltage does not return to above the pickup setting by the end of the time delay
period, the output contacts will transfer.

The locations of the calibration potentliomters are shown in fIgure 5. The potentiometers
are multi-turn types for excellent resolution and ease of setting.

BUILT-IN TEST FUNCTION

A built-in test function is provided for convenience in functlonally testing the relay
and associated devices. CAUTION: tests should be made with the maim circuit de-energized. If
tests are to be made on an energized circuit, take all necessary precautions. The test button
is labelled TRIP. For the ITE-27N, when the button is depressed, at undervoItage condition
is simulated, and the relay will operate. For the ITE-55N, an overvoltage condition is
simulated. For relays with time delay function, you must hold the button in for as long as
the set time delay to get an operation.

0

T'rel Se*jACr
xarr F14P -

ATTACH MES: IN.

PAGE /0 OF Q~
T)fit(
crop
xW.,'1.

)
Figure 6: Typical Test Circuit Connections
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The following AC test source arrangement is suggested when pickup or drop-
out settings must be made and verified to accuracies better than 13 percent of
the set point. The line corrector stabilizes the line voltage and has low har-
monic content. Ferroresonant regulators are not acceptable due to high har-
monic content of the output waveform. Two variable transformers provide coarse

and fine voltage adjustments. The voltmeter accuracy must be sufficient for the
setting being made: ±1/4 percent is recommended. The relay should be energized
for 10 to 15 minutes before settings are made, to allow the circuits to stabilize.

TI, T2
T3
V

Variable Autotransforters
Fillmient Transformer
AC Voltmeter

(I.S amp rating)
(I amp secondary)

TI TI T3
COARSz FINE

Figure 7. Suggested AC Test Source Arrangement

if desired, calibration potentiometers can be resealed with a drop of nall
polish at completion of calibration procedures.

In Case of Difficulty

2.
3.

Check wiring to the relay.
Be sure control power is applied and in correct polarity.
Check that the control power selection link on the circuit
board Is In the correct position for the system control voltage.

4. Check AC Input voltage to relay and relay settings.

Control power selection for dual rated units Is accomplished by changing
a wire on a 2 position terminal block on the circuit board or by moving a link.
The link is red and looks like:

TIf AT1TAC MENT1PAGE I FI
Replacement of Target Head Assembly

The relay target Is an electrically operated, magnetically hold device.

Should the orange/black target disk be damaged, It can easily be replaced.
Order target head assembly part 609283-102 from the factory.

Replacement procedure:

1. From the front qf the relay, pull the exlstlng plastic holder straight
off using needle nose pliers.

2. Carefully place the new target assembly on the pole pieces with disk
end closest to you.

3. With control power and normal AC voltage applied, press the target
reset button. If the target shows orange, remove the assembly, rotate
180 degrees, and reinstall. Actuate target reset. Target should turn
to black.

4,
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2400V to 4800V BIL 60 kV

Indoor Voltage

JVM-3
50/60 Hz

Attachment 2
to JC-Q1P81-90024
SHEET 1 OF 17

Application
Designed for indoor service; suitable for operating
meters. instruments, relays, and control devies.

Regulatory Agency Approvals
UIL Recognized ........................................ File El 78265

Thermal Rating (Volt-Amperes)
55°C Rise above 300C Ambient .................... 750
30'C Rise above 55•C Ambient ............................... 500

Weight - Shlipplng/Not
IappAoXIh•taW in pourds)
U nfused .......................... 35/30
With Fuses ................................................... ... 38/S3

Reference Drawings
Accuracy Curve ........................................... 96589241268
Excitation Curve ................... 5454043
Outline Drawings:

Unfused ................................ 8949739
One/Two Fuse;, -040 and -042 ................ 9926292
One Fuse; -033, -31, -s2 .......................... 8949740
Two Fuse; -024, -18, -19 .......................... 8949741

Wiring Diagram .................... refer to page 42, figure 5

Accessories ........................... Catalog Number
Fuses:

2400 Volt Class, I Ampere .................... 9F60AABOOI
4800 Volt Class, I Ampere ................... 9F60BBDOOI
4800 Volt Class, 0.5 Ampere ................ 9F60BBD905
Secondary Terminal Conduit Box ..... 9925183001
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GENERAL INFORMATION

PURPOSE

The BEI-Z7 Undervoltage, BE1-59 Overvoltage and the BEI-27/5g Under/Overvoltage
Relays are solid-state devices which provide reliable protection for generators,
motors and transformers against adverse system voltage conditions.

Application

Electric power systems are designed for constant voltage operation. Loads
utilizing commercial electric power are designed to operate at a constant input
voltage level with some tolerance. Radical voltage variations on a power system
are indicative of a system malfunction. Protective relays which monitor system
voltage and provide an output signal when the voltage goes outside predeter-
mined limits, find a variety of applications. Some of these applications
include motor, and transformer protection, interface protection for cogeneration
systems, and supervision of automatic transfer switching schemes.

Motor Protection

When selecting the type of protection for motor applications, the motor type,
voltage rating, horsepower, thermal capability during start-up, and exposure to
automatic transfer restarting following a voltage interruption need to be con-
sidered. During motor start-up, a low terminal voltage condition will inhibit
the motor from reaching rated speed. The 8E1-27 undervoltage relay will detect
this low voltage condition and trip. Critical applications requiring continuous
motor operation and applications where overloads during start-up may be main-
tained for a given time period, usually have a definite time or inverse time
delay characteristic incorporated to avoid unnecessary tripping during low
voltage dips. If the undervoltage condition persists for the established time
delay, the relay output contacts are connected to the station aarm annunciator
panel, allowing the station operator to take corrective action. The BEl-59
Overvoltage relay is applied to insure the voltage does not exceed the limits
established by the machine manufacturer for proper operation. Overvoltage con-
ditions stress the insulation level of the equipment and may cause a dielectric
breakdown resulting in a flashover to ground.

Automatic Transfer Switching

Distribution substations are sometimes designed with duplicate supply circuits
and transformers to eliminate service interruptions due to faults located on the
primary feeder. In order to restore service within a given acceptable time
period, automatic transfer switching can be applied to initiate the throwover
from primary power to the alternate power source. The BE1-27 Undervoltage Relay
can initiate switching after a given time delay to void transfer switching
during temporary low voltage conditions. To return the substation to normal
service upon the restoration of primary voltage, the BEl-59 overvoltage relay
supervises the transition to its normal operating condition.

1-1
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utilities employ the use of a voltage check scheme to supervise reclosing at the
substation when cogenerators are connected to a radial distribution feeder and
the cogenerator is capable of supplying the entire load when the utility circuit
breaker Is open. During a faulted condition, the utility requires the cogenera-
tor to be disconnected from the system before reclosing the utility breaker. If
the cogenerator is connected to the system, the utility will reclose to an
energized line.

This could result in reconnecting two systems out of synchronism with each
other. A BE1-27 undervoltage relay monitoring the line voltage will inhibit
reclosing of the utility circuit breaker if the line is energized by the cogen-
erator.

At the interface between the utility and the cogenerator, overvoltage and under-
voltage relays are Installed as minimum protection to provide an operating-
voltage window for the cogenerator. During faulted conditions, when the
cogenerator may become overloaded, the BE1.27 Undervoltage Relay will detect the
decline in voltage and remove the cogenerator from the system. The BE1-59
Overvoltage Relay will protect the system from overvoltage conditions that occur
when power factor correction capacitors are located on the feeder.

Transformer Protection

Voltage relays can be applied to protect large transformers from damage as a
result of overexcitation. The concern for transformer overvoltage may be mini-
mized in many power system applications where proper voltage control of the
generating unit is provided. However, where a tap changing regulating trans-
former is located between the generating source and the load, some form of
voltage protection may be required to supplement the tap changing control and to
prevent equipment damage due to over, as well as undervoltages resulting from a
failure of the tap changing control. The BE1-27/59 Under/Overvoltage Relay is
well suited for these applications.

Ground Fault Detection

In a three-phase, three-wire system, a single conductor may break or the Insula-
tion may deteriorate resulting in a high resistance ground fault which may not
be detected by the overcurrent relays. This condition, however, may be sensed
by an overvoltage relay connected to a grounded wye, broken delta set of poten-
tial transformers (PT's) as illustrated in Figure 1-1. With this connection,
and a sensitive relay setting, an unbalanced voltage condition, such as
described above, can be quickly detected and isolated.

Y.i

Figure 1-1. Ground Fault Detection

1-2
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MODEL AND STYLE NUMBER SHEET 5 OF 17

The electrical characteristics and operational features included in a specific
relay are defined by a combination of letters and numbers which constitutes the
device's style number. The style number together with the model number describe
the features and options in a particular device and appear on the front panel,
drawout cradle, and inside the case assembly. The model number BE1-27/59
designates the relay as a Basler Electric Class 100 Under/Overvoltage Relay.

STYLE NUMBER tOENTIFICATION CHART
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PUT C" Lef55 tWUb#' 6"UwWdlmkv t Uge~rnWf

The style number identification chart above illustrates the manner in which a

relay's style numlber is determined. For example, if the model number Is
BE1-27/59 and the style number is A3F E13 AOS1F the device has the following
features:

A) Single-phase voltage sensing

3) Sensing input compatible with a pickup adjustment range of 55 to 160 vac
F) Two normally open output relays (one per function)
El) Definite timing for each functton
r) Operating power derived from a 125 Vdc or 100/120 Vac source
A) Two internally operated target indicators ,(one per function)
0) No instantaneous functions
3) Push-to-energize outputs (pushbuttons)
F) Two normally open auxiliary output relays (one per function)
F) Semi-flush mounting

1-3
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SPECIFICATIONS
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Voltage Sensing

Power Supply

Nominally rated at 50160 Hz, (120/240V or
100/200V) with a maximum continuous
voltage rating of 360V (120V nominal) or
480V (240V nominal) at a burden less than
I VA per phase. Frequency range is from
40 to 70 liz.

Nominal In~pt siirde
Type [l t Voltage at

Voltale Rang eminsal

K 48 VIc 24 to 6O VdC i's W

j 125 We 62 to ISo Td 7.5 W
120 VIC go to 132 VIC 19.0 VA

LQ Z4VdC It to 32 Y 7.0 W

VY 40 V4 24 to 60WC 6.6 V
lS Vdc ,ataS•, .. 7.5 W

Z MSo V6 140 to W•a v 9.5W
SJ• Vc oo to no vc n.oVA

The Type Y PONr aply Is field selectable for 48 or In Vft.
Selectiaa atn be tai"Olmmtat the time of intallatina.
This pomwr supply option Is factory set for 12t5 VdC.

I Type L PMWr suimply mUy rewire 14 Vdc tobegin operating. Once
coarselln. the Woltage a" be reuced to 12 VWn.

Magnetically latching, manually reset
target indicators are optionally
available to indicate that a trip output
contact has energized. Either Internally
operated or current operated targets may
be selected. Current operated targets
require a minimum of 0.2 Adc flowing
through the output trip circuit, and are
rated at 30 A for 1 second, 7 A for 2
minutes, and 3 A continuously.
Internally operated targets should be
selected if the breaker control circuit
is ac powered, or if the relay has
normally closed output contacts.

Output contacts are rated as follows:

Target Indicators

Output Contacts

Resistive
25IrVdci-

250 Vdc -

500 Vdc

make, break, and carry 7 A
continuously.
make and carry 30 A for 0.2
seconds, carry 7 A con-
tinuously, break 0.1 A.
make and carry 15 A for 0.2
seconds, carry 7 A con-
tinuously, break 0.1 A.

Inductive
I Vac, 125 Vdc, 250 Vdc - break 0.1 A

(L/R = 0.04).
1-4
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Undervoltage and Overvoltage
Pickup Range

Undervoltage and Overvoltage

Pickup Accuracy

Dropout Accuracy

Instantaneous Time Accuracy

Definite Time Range

Oefinite Time Accuracy

Inverse Time

Inverse Time Accuracy

Shock

BEI1-27/59 
Attachment 2
to JC-QIP81-90024
SHEET 7 OF 17

Continuously adjustable over the range of
I to 40, 55 to 160, or 110 to 320 Vac as
defined by the Style Chart. See Section
3, System Voltages for explanation of
pickup ranges.

+2% or +0.5 volts of the pickup setting,
'hichevier is greater.

+2% of pickup.

Less than 50 ms for a voltage level that
exceeds the pickup setting by 5% or 1
volt, whichever is greater.

Adjustable over the range of 0.1 to 9.9
seconds in increments of 0.1 seconds. A
setting of 00 designates instantaneous
timing.

Within + one half of the least signifi-
cant diit time plus 50 ms.

Inverse curve types are defined by the
Style Chart and are represented by the
curves shown on pages 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6.
Inverse time is adjustable from 01 to 99
in increments of 01. Incrementing the
time dial varies the inverse curve along
the Y axis. A setting of 00 designates
instantaneous timing.

Within +5% or 50 ms (whichever is
greaterT of the indicated time for any
combination of the time dial setting and
pickup setting and is repeatable within
+2% or 50 ms (whichever is greater) for
'Fy comtnation of time dial and tap
setting.

15g in each of three mutually perpen-
dicular axes.

Vibration 2g in each of three mutually perpen-
dicular axes swept over the range of
to 500 Hz for a total of six sweeps,
minutes each sweep.

10
15

Isolation 2500 Vac at 60 Hz for 1 minute (1500 Vac
for one minute across open contacts) in
accordance with IEC 255-5 and ANSI/IEEE
C37.90-1978 (Dielectric Test).

1-S
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Surge Withstand Capability

Fast Transient

Impulse Test

Temperature
Operating

Storage

Weight

Case Size

Attachment 2
to JC-01 P81-90024
SHEET 8 OF 17

Qualified to ANSI/IEEE C37.90-1978,
C37.90a-1974, and IEC 255.

Qualified to ASSI/IEEE C37.90.1-198X.

Qualified to IEC 255-5.

-400C (-400F) to +704C (+1586F)

-650C (-850F) to +I00°C (+2120F)

14 pounds maximum.

All units supplied in an S1 size case.

1-6
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GENERAL ELECTRIC'S NEW
TYPE 4725 FREQUENCY TRANSDUCERS

FUNCTION
TWO 4725 hcaro s =convwt oQwcy of 50. 60,8 W400WHz at
120 valo into do ffamlw (.A ma to +0.5 mi*. The toed may te
O-OKOhnS.
OESCRIPTION
noe ftWw CoMpas Tyvpe 4725 Fnpreicy Tim'Aducv emocro in
btsatew ftiog to w-e a constt cturrm ouptd into a vlatm
Mod wtodmee. OuNNN open" d chwWtb. much s tsea
dw r-02% tame1r tntuo an 0wumW, wer -20*C to
+"6V - taftmtmposikwtmm geI •tua Swm the eod.,t do.
OWp. The asmonw•cm and k4owated dauie wam mounied on
epoaV •br ga•eda baL T10 eotrw amuae Md ma~rtw
eommft at Mawes unito are mowrNed a n In bfI stlee au

s tm housed in a welded sleat w e"leue. Since them Ie no put.
Ung. removo o Ewo se•r ews'rde esy amsea to ac e eai "o -

GENERAL APPUCATION
0 prebog" a awtlboao * cavo et uws tthms*l"rn
e.uomet * Uv•,mghr, nMlor 0 fIn.Ow'W •ft•0 amle
amu'd-umtaE~at e.t&n~eUMW40afiwul e * oPWIA &~u

The TV"e 4725 Frequs'say T-wwdaw Is ap" of dkt ownitor
1 11 , 1buskaerd at *ectasn d044 ay pofgenafu foo Do.

ViON emommwyedu 4# Tye 0a-16M 6, 3I 30. ud 40 altii-
bOd sNMMlMl rype iWO Edowise; Type 1i or rype 106 n•s.
tef to"e 8 LOOKCOC' iad HORIZON UA* 0POW n tefm aM CH
& Cr- tucodee Rwe~ncy tomawe aen Musd by 056s uNIne,
cantwumambdwusetwimomL
OPERATION
ftowencY to do wdusm' I& eamluphed Mrwuh Me use of ad.

bid • ffgctd•ton Otmmor and meiu pa•bo cws•

A reisan deheusce eu pov*ln s w *1. be t Ita l tiheInput wlint~ig ehos Zeasm ummng of ti Inut wevtsim cairnw0e owftht 064 Z"e Grm~asef ofnft kwdwfw a wase
Mhe krWu *w~ftchl ~l to ciWip stoe aid Wwsete & OhreW

cugegh ecsion *e04ve elemmw t 0 an Vugmln eMOL. The do
lwem I t'e ICmong a11 e ISA am aoelped 1o a conowit cumrnt
0uA~m 819eMO the Ngh#gui o*ermionamplfl csa~ *%neq Surge
ptIom - ma ~ loet, shudore e mployed W prOude, inVatmiod mautmope purdl giuLm Sehily. high recilf mi bud Sid
**sMWty we pded ftough fe uase of O.hm pwe pa.
enralloe •EaM,4 ew.

* New Compact Size.
* •0.8% Accuracy
0 ±0.02% Voltage Rejection

1 1 me output (0-10K ohms
Load Range)

* ±0.02% linearity
0 :0.02% Load Resistance

effect
* Readily Interchanged Elec-

trically & Mechanc ally with
Type 4701

TYPOAL PER1OtMAMS CURM

TOMA M mm

j-GA---- ..~IN 1S ~ ' . .- .

i~• i , *fD

l~~AVr DWMWMx -CKIII
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TYP1.4729PIEJNCYTRAOUcIRS =SHEET 10 OF 17 INPUTIOUTPUT& WIRING DATA

Full Scale Calibration: see Table I

Potantala Inputu
a. Nominal. 85-135 volts
b. Overload withstand, continuous, 150.valts
c. Overload withstand, If minute, 200 volts
8. Burden at 120 volts, <2 vs, including amplifier power

Frequmncy Span as Table 1: for other spans consult factory

Opeastng Tempermtr Rafngn -20"C to +65 C

M. Thmpeerture Effect on Acuracy:

<.O.2% of center frequency

Full-Scato Outpu I me

Output Lad Rango 0-10( ohms

Unarit)y -t0.02% of center frequency

Une V~lag Rejecion: :0,02% of center frequency

Adjustmnmft
a. zero, : 10% of center frequency, miirmum adlustment
b. caflbrate *20% of nomnual fuN scale values in Table I,

minimum awustability

At Component On Output SlgnaLf <1%

Respons T1mi• 400 millilseconds

Olelhctatc Test: 1500 v RMS

Weight 1.2 Ik

TABLE I. FREQUENCY TRANSBUCERS
Thpkat Standard Model Calibrato.

FrequmreW Span Hl afs Outpu Raqe 0C
IW Clawt"f LA 1W cowbl M•IA t~

45 50 S5 50-4?2500JSHB -03= U0.0 +0.Sim 0-10

55 60 65 50-472ZOOJKNO -ISma (Ome +.5'ma 0-104

330 40 420 50.47250 -03mOS- U=n +0m 01

Note: AN r-Oferevw eftpaweidton 6I3 oWag i

DIMENSIONS

3 V16

2 7/16

1 1/2

134 01

123
M SPA

00L

i

K
Iiw

INSTRUMENT PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
40 FEDERAL STREET LYNN. MASS. 01910

GENERAL ; ELECTRIC
W(SM)
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INTRODUCTION
These are relays of the induction disk type

intended for the prutection of apparatus against the
effects of overfrequency or under/requency.

The Type IJF Is an induction disk type relay
mounted in a single unit drawout case. It has two
shaded-pole U-magnet type driving elements acting
on opposite sides of the disk. One of these, the
oerating element, is designed to drive the disk in

e direction to close the left contacts and the
other, the restraining element to drive le disk It
the contact-openingdirectionon relays having single-
throw contacts and to close the right contacts on
relays having double-throw contacts. The disk
shaft Is restrained by a spiral spring, the principal
purpose of which is to hold the contacts open when
the relay is do-energized. The motion of the disk
is retarded by permanent magnets to give the
correct time delay for closing the contacts.

There is a seal-in unit mounted to the left of
the shaft on the Type IJF5IA and UFSIB relays.
The Type IJF52A relay has a seal-in unit mounted
on both sides of the shaft. This element has Its
coil in series and its contacts in parallel with the
main contacts such that when the main contacts
close, the seal-in element picks up and seals In.
When the seal-in element picks up it raises a
target Into view which latches up and remains
exposed until released by pressing a button beneath
the lower left corner of the cover.

The case is suitable for either surface or
semaflush panel mounting and an assortment of
hardware is. provided for either mounting. The
cover attaches to the case and also carries the
reset mechanism when one is required. Each
cover screw has provision for a sealing wire.

The case has studs or screw connections at
both ends or at the bottom only for the external
connections. The electrical connections between
the relay units and the case studs are made
through spring backed contact fingers mounted in
stationary molded Inner and outer blocks between
which nests a removable connecting plug which
completes the circuits. The outer blocks, attached
to the case, have the studs for the external con-
nections, and the inner blocks have the terminals
for the internal connections.

The relay mechanism is mounted in a steel
framework called the cradle and is a complete unit
with all leads being terminated at the inner block.
This cradle is held firmly in the case with a latch
at the top and the bottom and by a guide pin at the

back of the case. The cases and cradles are so
constructed that the relay cannot be inserted in the
cae upside down. The connecting plug, besides
making the electrical connections between the re-
Te ctive blocks of the cradle and case, also lock

latch In place. The cover which is fastened to
the case by thumbscrews, holds the connecting plug
in place.

To draw out the relay unit the cover is first
removed, and the plug drawn out. Shorting bars are
provided in the case to short the current transformer
circuits. The latches are then released, and the
relay unit can be easily draw out. To replace the
relay unit, the reverse order is followed.

A separate testing plug can be inserted In place
of the connecting plug to test the relay in place on
the panel either from its own source of current and
voltage, or from other sources. Or, the relay unit
can be drawn out and replaced by another which has
been tested in the laboratory.

APPLICATION
The Type UJF frequency relay. are recom-

mended for protection of synchronous apparatus
against overapeed or underspeed conditions caused
by loss of load In the case of generators, or loss of
supply power In the awse of motor and condensers.
The relays can be used to operate protective de-
vices, or to sound an alarm whenever the frequency
of the circuit varies by a predetermined amount
above or below normal.

RATINGS
These relays are available in frequency rating

from 25 to 60 cycles and voltage ratings of II and
230 volts.

The current closing rating of the contacts is
30 amperes for voltages not exceeding 250 volts.
The current-carrying ratings are afected by the
selection of the tap on the seal-in coil as Indicated
In Table L

TABLE I

7 1 Amperes, AC or DC
,.t~n 2-Amp TaplO .2 Amp Tap

Tripping Duty
carry continuously

30
3$

5
0.3

- ~ -

Thea.snas c~a db not purport to o@m'r all details or iuaiations in equitinte nr ev prvvid* for
*vizry possible contingency to bo mat in conection wiith **u~jtaj",a Vpacation or aefatasano. Shou~ld
tr=ha intonation be derized or should pseticular Vzoh.1e arie whicb ame WCt 00Md sufficiently~ lot
the puscham.:ae purposes, the mutter should be rofazred to the ceneral Zidotrig Coxpwg.

To the ewtwnt reaquird M& produwoe bsarihu hesen Moot MAPpJcabe ANSY # a Z= d MM~r aena~rdf
but no such d5asguflos Is qiven with rwese to local codes and ordinances becase thug vean gmotly.
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The 2-ampere tap has a d-c resistance of 0.13
Ohms and a 60 cycle impedance of 0.53 ohms while
the 0.2-ampere tap has a 7 ohm d-c resistance and
a 52 ohm Go cycle Impedance. The tap setting used
on the seal-in element is determined by the current
drawn by the trip coiL

The 0.2-ampere tap is for use with trip coils
that operate on currents ranging from 0.2 up to 2.0
amperes at the minimum control voltage. 1f this
tap Is used with trip coils requiring more than 2
amperes, there Is a possibility that the 7-ohm
resistance will reduce the current to so low a value
that the breaker will not be tripped.

The 2-ampere tap should be used with trip coils
that take 2 aptes or more at minimum control
voltage, p ded the tripping current does not
exceed 30 amperes at the maximum contro Voltage.
If the trtpptng current exceeds 30 amperes 2A
auxiliary relay should be used, the connections
being such that the trUping current does not paes
througthe contacts or the taget and seal-in coils
of the protective relay.

Frequency Relays Type U7F GEl-19008

8URDENS

Burden data for the 55-60 cycle under frequency
relay and 60-65 cycles overfrequency relays are
given in Table I at 115 volts 80 cycles.

Burdens listed are total burden of relay.

TABLE 17

Relay volt PowerAmps Factor Wts

FW51A 8.7 .99 8.6
IJVSIB 5.8 798 j 57

Total burdens for the Type IMZA relay at

115 volts are as follows.

TABLE IM

Volt Power watts
Amps Factor

25 6.3 .9 1 6
6010.7 .89 9.5

RECEIVING, HANDLING AND STORAGE
These relays, when not included as a part of a

control panel, w be shipped in cartons designed to
protect them against dmunae. Immediately upon
receipt of the relay, an mination should be made
for any damage sustained during shipment If
or damage resultlng from rough handlin isevident,
a claim should beflledatoncewith the transprta
company and the nearest Sales Office of the General
Electric Company notified promptly.

Reasonable care should be exercised In un-

p g the rela in order that none ot the parts areWur or the Ads disturbed.

If the relays are not tobe Intalled Immediately,
they should be stored In their original c a
place that is free from moisture, dust,=r4 metallic
chips. Foreign matter collected on te outasie of
t ce may find its way inside when the cover is
removed and came trouble In the operti of the
relay.

INSTALLATION
LOCATION

The location should be clean and dry, free from
dust and excessive vibration, and well lighted to
facilitate inspection and testing.

MOUNTING
The relay should be mounted on a verta

surface. The outine and panel diagram Is shown
In Fig. 12.

CONNECTIONS

Internal connection diagrams for the various
relay types are shown in Fig. 7 to 9 inclusive.
Typical wiring diagrams are given in Fli lOand 11.

One of the mounting studs or screws should be
permanently grounded by a conductor not less than
No. 12 B&S gW copper wire or its equivalent.

AtDCIUA.tZZS
When external capacitors, and In same cases

resistors, are funished with relays they are Ide-
tifled by means of serial number. These numbers
ae of the form X-lO2 or OA.-155 The purpose
of these numbers is to insure that emrlay, when
installed, will be provided with the samb-Wuxlaries
with which it wan calibrated at the factorM

The reason for this precaution Is to eliminate
the variatlon In callbablons of the relays which
would otherwise result from the variation tn elec-
trical properties of the auxillaries.

ADJUSTMENTS
TARGET AND SEAL-IN ELEMENT

For trip coils operating on currents ranging
from 0.2 up to 2.0 amperes at he minimum cntrol
voltage, set the targt and seal-in tap plug in the
0.2-ampere tap.

5
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BURDENS IMPOSED ON POTEMirAL TRANSFORMERS

(Data o* for one etomenl and based on 120 volts at rate*d frmquenty; wheam no speclfic f rquency raling
is assignaed, date are for 60 cyclea.)
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I
Potential Transformer

.4I

aftlecI -or is onmAll. so small that it ean be neglected
in all tx the Most etifg measuremem.

In general ternmi a Ratio Correction Factor
(RCF) greater than I-for instance, I .002-will ca- c
the meters and inlsrumebts in the secondar" circuit to
read low (0.2 percent low for an RCF of 1.002).

A negative (lagging) phme-angle error will cuse
a wattmetet in the secondary circuit of a potential
trnmfotmer to read high (for the normna situation of
lagging line power factors). This results from the fact
tha-, t 12n" potenial phase-amnigIerror decreases the
power acto- angle of the secondary ch'ut over what
i w ina e primary rcuit. by dmcesing deogle
by which the current lap the voltage as shown in Fig.
9. Snce diewatm readiN resuli frorn the prod= of
the voltage, currt, sad power f=or (cosine of
power-factor nge), a decreased angle gives n appar-
ent higher poaer factor which nakes the w mamer
read high.

STANDARD ACCURACY CLAICATION
The USASi stan• rot iastmumm Tra.-

formers, USAS C57.1 3, has standardized on a methd
of classifying pottial mnsfomers as to accuracy.
As the :ccamy is dependent on the burden, standard
burdens have been designated, and these re the bur-
den at which the accuracy is to be chaifed.

"The standd burden have been chosen to cover
the range notmally encoumvred in serice and arm
listed by the letters W, X, Y, Z. and 2. as follows:

USAS1 VrANDARD BURDNS FOR POTZNTAL
TRMNFORMBR3

Burden Volt.m1mpea Burden
atuln Wo Power 1o rair

W ILS CI1O
X 2.0 W0.Y 75.0 0.85
Z 000.0 05
ZZ 4O0.0 GuS

"00-JU., 5"awd us " Womiosd bu4... for **saw
awlmmet " d have T h -e wo -eupe , eed PWW.f"e
Ad ~. for 4 6it - G&

It should be pointed n that mhe burden of any specific
mecer or intrument may approximate , but seldom is
the same s any one of the standard burdens. The
standa. burden serves merely as a standardized refec .
ance point at which the accuracy of the transformer
may be stated.

The aci:cracy dusiflcation as given by USASI
is to follows:

'Limits of Ratsiti Colf tLimi~ts 1 wrFc
Accuracy. retonF or so I oweru F1~ac.

C

VZASZ ACCURACY CLAS32S FOR ?OTL4IMAL
TRANSFORMERS

Me" , Transformer Cor* -" t•%'2"'-°-• Loadrection Factor gre .... .o.d

1.2 1.012-0,9a 0.6-1.0

0.A I106-0.4 0.6-10

OJ IJo-o /06-,
The 4Wdh iIusm for eo* nV de* esebsV 10 pe,,¢, *6vwm

ftoel "b"* to 10e mm 0 u'euged ngedm. o.feted hwty,
*ad ftrm aso bardm - Ike go wu * 0 t. upedd
brdenm.

The A44 C.a r ama Fmr (RCF) hu been defined
as the fictor by which the marked tatio must be
multiplied in order to obain the true ratio.

The Tmmfnr Carmi Fmor (TC) repre-
seInsa I thod of setting down in aoc number, die
combined effe= of the ratio error and the phase-angie
UI 0an wg•umTt or similar measurements where the
change in power factor from primary to secondary cir-
cuits enters the measurement. TCV is defed as the
factor by whach wutmeter nmcaV must be multiplied
to correct for the combined of=ec of the *
transformer ratio correction factor and phase angle.
The limit of TCF. as indiated in the table above,
have been set up by USASI for the rane of load
power Factor sea oh in the table If the power factor
of the primary circu is outside this range, dhe TCF
ofte trunfome dao may be outside the limits spe-
ified, evec thoigh the trsim er is noretly listed
aS oe which wl meet a ctMin aurcy cLa.

Since published data on ptensial-tras•frmer
characteristics. as well u the dam given on tormer
calibration certificaes. are usually given in the forM
of ratio correction factor and phase-angle eror, it is
neIe:sary to have a mesm of h6erpreti* des damA
in tems of dte accuracy dssifleatiou given in the
rible. This is dine as follows:

For may known ratio correction &cwr of a given
potential ctranstfer, the positive and negative limiting
values of the phase-angle error (7) in minutes may
be adequately expresed asfollows:

,-2600 (U&c -ROC)t.

t,.e (MOWN-" -2i.CTCF-RCF)-a. ow"hM husl s o Fit.10 duwwedl ftm Is an awazinatw ooly. TUcow me orml is-
CoO*6?+vr)mO.8tr 1fowem. Owe *ppvximntw falwmta Ie'.
"tIdumvery lintmoe iMc• sA rl"iaa "ad is etirely dquat
for om palPe .

AW
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SPECIFICATIONS

F2253 is the only
product offered
by Doble in
F2250 series.

F2251 and F2252
are no longer a
part of Doble
product line.

General Specifications
Source Operation:
Accuracy specifications include aP errors
contributed by variations in power line
voltage, load regulation, stability, and
temperature, up to full output power. Stable
source operation in four quadrants: load
power factor from I to 0, leading or lagging.
The F2250 Family is supplied with a Certifi-
cate of Calibration traceable to the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.

Source Power:
May be lower than the maximum rating at
frequencies other than 50/60 Hz or DC.

Electrostatic Discharge Immunity:
IEC 801-2: 1.E.C. performance level 1 @
10 KV: normal performance within specifica-
tions. IE.C. performance level 2 @ 20 KV.
no permanent damage.

Surge Withstand Capability:
ANSW/IEEE C37.90. The F2250 functions as a
source during surge withstand capability tests,
when the specified isolating drcut is inter-
posed between the F2250 and the test rety.

AC Amplitude Accuracy:
From 20° to 3W0 C, ±0.4% of reading maxl-
mun at 50/60 Hz From 0" to 509 C, ;O.5%
of reading absolute maximum Typically 0.2%
of reading.

Distortion:
Low distortion sine waves; total harmonic
distortion: 0.2% typical; 2% maximum at
50/60 Hz.

Noise:
-80 dB of range

Accuracr.

mawI mne

From 0( to 5# C,
t0.0005% or ±5 PPM; at
60Hz
frequency accuracy is
±0.0003 Hz

dc. ac: base frequency of
50/60 Hz, up to 20th and
the 100th harmonic

12250 POWER SYSTEM SIMULATORS

F2010 Mlnicontroller/Automation Ranges
and Resolutions:
Range: 0.1 to 9999.9 lz
Range is dependent on the frequency selec-
tion on the simulator. When the frequency
selection on the simulator is 60 (50) Hz.
range is 0.1 Hz to 99,999 Hz with 0.001 Hz
resolution. When a hgher level of harmonic
is selected on the simulator, then the range
is the base range (0.1 - 99.999 Hz) multi-
plied by the selected level of harmonic, and
the resolution is equal to the order of the
harmconic times (0.001 Hz).

Example 1: If the base frequency selection
is 120 (or 100) Hz, which is the second
harmonic, then the range is 0.2 Hz to 199.99
Hz with a resolution of 0.002 Hz.

Ecample 2: If the base frequency selection is
300 (or 250) Hz, which is the fifth harmonic,
then the range is 0.5 to 499.99 Hz with a
resolution of 0.005 Hz,

RAMP/SET:
RAMP Continuously increments/decre-
ments voltage, current, and phase angle at
different ramp rates. Insures smooth, linear
changes in value carred to next significant
digit, by changing the least significant digit.

Ramp Rates - Least Significant Digits e
Second (L.S.D-fs).

Ampiltude: 1,5,10, 100 and 1000 L.S.Dis

Phase Angle: 1,2,5, 360 LS.D./s.
SET: Individually sets each digit, with next
significant digit carry over,

"a
a

' -'

/ ~,

Phase Angle:
Range:

Accuracy:

Resolluton:

Frequency:

Range:

0 to + 359.9. (Lead) / 0 to
-359.9 (Lag)

±0.25" at 50/60 Hz

;L0,1" at 50160 Hz

dc: ac from
0.1 Hzto 10kHz
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Logic Outputs:
Two sets of galvanically isolated Logic Outputs,
each set has a normally open (Form A) termi-
nal, shared common terminal, and a normally
closed (Form B) terminal.

Switching Power? 10 watts maximum

InputVoltage: 300 V-dc and (or)

Switching Current

Carry Current

Operate Time:

ac peak maximum

0.2 A make or
break maximum

0.3 A maximum

1 millisecond
maximum

LogictSignal Inputs:
Two sets of galwincaly isolated LogwcSignal
Inputs, each set has a voltage sensing tenrni'al
for ac or do voltage, a shared common terminal.
and a dry contact sensing terminal.

Contact Sense Mode, for dry contacts:

Open Circmt Test Voltage: 30 volts nominal
Short Circuit est Current 90 mA nominal
Threshold: 460 ohms nominal

Voltage Sense Mode, for ac and dc voltages

Input Voltage: 420 volts dc
and (or) peak ac
maximum

input Impedanc: 100 K ohms
nominal

Threshold: 1,5 volts nominal

Multi-Mode Digital Tinter:
Accwaorac ±0.0005% of reading, t one

least significant digit, ±50
microSeconds.

Resolultim 10 microSeconds. (1 least
significant digit).

Ranges: 0 - 9999.99 tridliseconds;
0 - 9999,99 seconds;
0 - 9999,99 cycles;

GPS time of day may be displayed when using
the F2895 GPS Option

Line Power Supply:
105 - 132 V or 210 - 264 V (field selectable)
at 47-63 Hz

Operating Temperature: 0o to 50° C

Storage Temperature: -250 to +700 C

Humidity: Up to 95% relative humidity,
non-condensing.

Displays: 0.3' High Intensity filtered LED

Interfaces:
RS232 remote control to PC

IEEE 488 instrument Inter-communications
network

D232 for F201 0 Minicontroller

External Signal inputs for voltage and current
conditioning amplifier

Battery Simulator (optional):
Ranp, 48 V, 125 V, 250 V-dc

Power, 60 w

Enclosure:
High inpact, molded, flame retardant ABS
- Meets National SafeTransit Associatn testing
specification

No. IA for immunity to severe shock and
vibraton

Dimensions:
9.5 x 19.75 x 22 inches or 24 x 50 x 55.8 cm

Weight:
50 IbsJ22.7 kg

Audible Noise:
Measured at 2 meterm ANSI Type 2

Typically: Front: 52.5 dEA Rear: 55 dRA
L.H: 54 dBA R.H: 52.5 dBA
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F2253 VOLTAGE AND CURRENT SOURCES

MODE 1: Source I Voitage
Source 2 Current

Power 50/S0iHz & DC

Source 1 AC Voltage
Continuous Power

Source I CC Voltage
Continuous Power

Source 2 AC Current
1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

Source 2 DC Current
1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

150 VA-rmns

150 watts

675 VA-rms
450 VA-fns

675 watts
450 watts

Attachment 3
to JC-1Q1P81-90024
SHEET 3 OF 4

Rangs (Resolution)

75, 150, 300 V-rms (0.01V)

106 212, 424 V-dc (0.6 1V)

15, 30, 45.60, 90 (001A), 180 A-rms (0. 1A)
7.5, 15,22.5,30, 45 (0.001A), 90 A-fmS (0.01A)

15. 30. 45,60, 90 (0.01A); 180 A-dc (0.1A)
5, 10, 15, 20, 30 (0,001A), 60 A-dc (0,0iA)

MODE 2: Source I Current
Source 2 Current

Power 50/60/Hz & DC

Source I AC Current
1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

Source 1 OC Current
1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

Source 2 AC
Current 1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

Source 2 DC
Current 1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

225 VA-mms
150 VA-rms

225 watts
150 watts

450 VA-rms
300 VA-rms

450 watts
300 watts

Ranges (RePsoution)

15, 30,60 A-rms (0.0IA)
7.5, 15, 30 A-rms (0.001A)

15. 30. 60 A-do (0,01A)
5,10, 20 A-dc (0-001A)

15, 30, 60 (0.01A), 120 A-rms (0.1A)
7.5, 15, 30, 60A-rms(0.001A)

15. 30, 60 (0.01A), 120 A-dc (0.1A)
5,10,20,40 A-dc (O.01 A)

F2252 VOLTAGE AND CURRENT SOURCES
MODE 1: Source I Voltage

Source 2 Current

Power SOW60/Hz & DC

Source 1 AC Voltage
Continuous Power

Source I DC Voltage
Continuous Power

Source 2 AC Curent
1.5 second Transient
C_,ontuous Power

Source 2 OC Current
1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

150 VA-rms

150 watts

450 VA-rms
300 VA-rms

450 watts
300 watts

Ranges (Resolution)

75, 150, 300 V-ins (0.01,V)

106,212, 424 V-dc (0.01V)

15, 30. 60 (0.01 A), 120 A-rms (0.1 A)
7.5, 15, 30, 60 A-un (0.001A)

15, 30. 60 (0.0 I A), 120 A-tc (0.1Al
5, 10, 20, 40A-dc (0.001A)
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MODE 2: Source 1 Current SHEET 4 OF 4
Source 2 Current

Power S060/fz & DC
Source 1 AC Current

1.5 Second Transient
Continuous Powxer

Source 1 DC Curent
1.5 Second Transient
Continuous Power

Source 2 AC Current
1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

Source 2 DC Current
1.5 second Transient
ContiniUOLs Power

225 VA-rms
150 VA-rms

225 watts
150 watts

225 VA-mis
150 VA-rms

225 watts
150 waits

Ranges (Resoltn)

15. 30,60 A-rms (0.01A)
7.5, 15, 30 A-rrns (0.001A)

15, 30, 60 A-do (0.01A)
5, 10, 20 A-do (0,01A)

15, 30,60 A-mis (0.01A)
7,5, 15, 30 A-ns (0,001A)

15, 30, 60 A-dc (0.01 A)
5,10, 20 A-dc (0.OO1A)

F2251 VOLTAGE AND CURRENT SOURCES
Power 50W60/l & DC

Soe1 AC Voltage
Continuous Power

Source 1 DC Voltage
Continuous PIwer

Somrce 2 AC Current
1.5 second Transient
Continuous Power

Source 2 DC Current
1.5 second Transient
Contfnuous Power

150 VA-rms.

150 watts

225 VA-rms
150 VA-rms

225 watts
150 watts

Ranges (Resolution)

75, 150,300 V-rrns (0.01VN

106, 212, 424 V-de (0.01V)

15, 30. 60 A- mis fO.01A)
7.5, 15, 30 A-rms (0.001A)

15. 30, 60 A-dc (0,01 A)
5, 10, 20 A-dc (0O-01A)

Sp afnsae as st to citeng wv.hot notka

For more information, contact fserieshelp@doble.com

Doble Engineering Comnpany
85 Walnut Street

3 Watertown, MA 02472 USA
1:u tel +1 617 926 4900

fax +1 6179260528

MMMEABUOOýý MM

Doble is certified ISO 9001:2000
Doble is an ESCO Technologies Company

M•T-SL-F2250TS-09/08
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DESIGN VERIFICATION COVER PAGE

Sheet 1 of 1

DESIGN VERIFICATION COVER PAGE

[I ANO-1 Q ANO-2 Ej IP-2 0] IP-3 El JAF El PIP
[JPNPS H VY 0GGNS 0 RBS 0 W3 El NP

Document No. JC-Q1P81-90024 Revision No. Page 1 of 4

3
Title: Division IlI Degraded Bus Voltage Setpoint Validation (T/S 3.3.8.1)

0] Quality Related [] Augmented Quality Related

DV Method: G1 Design Review Q Alternate Calculation Q] Qualification Testing

VERIFICATION REQUIRED DISCIPLINE VERIFICATION COMPLETE AND COMMENTS
RESOLVED (DV print, sign, and date)

LI Electrical

Lii Mechanical

0 Instrument and Control Robin Smtll///

Li Civil/Structural

I] Nuclear

LI

F1

Marv Cnffarn I 72 &#Jf(tiIAS'
Pr(ti/Si#bate After torninents Have Been Resolved
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IDENTIFICATION: DISCIPLINE:

Document Title: Division III Degraded Bus Voltage Setpoint Validation (T/S 3.3.8.1) EeCivi/Structural
r-Electrical

Doc. No.: JC-Q1P81-90024 Rev. 3 QA Cat. 1 [Eli & C

Robin Smith 4Z OMechanical
Ve rifier: Print sign Date ONuclear

-Other
Manager authorization for
supervisor performing

Verification.

0 N/A
Print Sign Date

METHOD OF VERIFICATION:

Design Review 0 Alternate Calculations E0 Qualification Test 01

The following basic questions are addressed as applicable, during the performance of any design verification. [ANSI
N45.2.11 - 1974] [NP QAPD, Part I1, Section 3][NP NQA-1-1994, Part I, BR 3, Supplement 3S-11.

NOTE The reviewer can use the "Comments/Continuation sheet" at the end for entering any
comment/resolution along with the appropriate question number. Additional items with new question
numbers can also be entered.

1. Design Inputs - Were the inputs correctly selected and incorporated Into the design?
(Design inputs include design bases, plant operational conditions, performance requirements, regulatory
requirements and commitments, codes, standards, field data, etc. All information used as design inputs should
have been reviewed and approved by the responsible design organization, as applicable.

All inputs need to be retrievable or excerpts of documents used should be attached.
See site specific design input procedures for guidance in identifying inputs.)

Yes 0 No [ N/A [I

2. Assumptions - Are assumptions necessary to perform the design activity adequately described and reasonable? Where
necessary, are assumptions identified for subsequent re-verification when the detailed activities are completed? Are the
latest applicable revisions of design documents utilized?
Yes 0 No [] N/A El

3. Quality Assurance - Are the appropriate quality and quality assurance requirements specified?
Yes 0 No [] N/A E]
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4. Codes, Standards and Regulatory Requirements -Are the applicable codes, standards and regulatory requirements,
including issue and addenda properly identified and are their requirements for design met?

Yes CD No [] N/A E]

5. Construction and Operating Experience - Have applicable construction and operating experience been

considered?
Yes Z NoD N/A D1

6. Interfaces - Have the design interface requirements been satisfied and documented?

Yes 0 No E] N/A []

7. Methods - Was an appropriate design or analytical (for calculations) method used?

Yes Z No D] N/A []

8. Design Outputs - Is the output reasonable compared to the inputs?
Yes Z No [] N/A D]

9. Parts, Equipment and Processes - Are the specified parts, equipment, and processes suitable for the required

application?
YesD No D] N/A [D

10. Materials Compatibility - Are the specified materials compatible with each other and the design
environmental conditions to which the material will be exposed?
Yes E] No [] N/A Z

11. Maintenance requirements - Have adequate maintenance features and requirements been specified?

Yes 0 No [D N/A []

12. Accessibility for Maintenance - Are accessibility and other design provisions adequate for performance of

needed maintenance and repair?
Yes E] No [D N/An

13. Accessibility for In-service Inspection - Has adequate accessibility been provided to perform the in-service

inspection expected to be required during the plant life?

Yes [] No [] N/A 0

14. Radiation Exposure - Has the design properly considered radiation exposure to the public and plant

personnel?
Yes ED NoD N/A [D

15. Acceptance Criteria - Are the acceptance criteria incorporated in the design documents sufficient to allow

verification that design requirements have been satisfactorily accomplished?

Yes [] No D] N/A 0
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16. Test Requirements - Have adequate pre-operational and subsequent periodic test requirements been
appropriately specified?
Yes E I No 1:1 N/A LI

17. Handling, Storage, Cleaning and Shipping - Are adequate handling, storage, cleaning and shipping
requirements specified?
Yes LI No 11 N/A [

18. Identification Requirements - Are adequate identification requirements specified?
Yes LI No [] N/A E

19. Records and Documentation - Are requirements for record preparation, review, approval, retention, etc.,
adequately specified? Are all documents prepared in a clear legible manner suitable for microfilming and/or other
documentation storage method? Have all impacted documents been identified for update as necessary?
Yes E No 1:1 N/A LI

20. Software Quality Assurance- ENN sites: For a calculation that utilized software applications (e.g., GOTHIC,
SYMCORD), was it properly verified and validated in accordance with EN- IT-104 or previous site SQA
Program?
ENS sites: This is an EN-IT-104 task. However, per ENS-DC-126, for exempt software, was it verified in the

calculation?

Yes [] No fl N/A Z

21. Has adverse impact on peripheral components and systems, outside the boundary of the document being
verified, been considered?

YesZ• No -- N/A R
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Question Comments Resolution Initial/Date
__ _ _ __ _ _ I_

1 Comments provided by markup Comments resolv•dmments incor d1*8I15-12 Comrr

1 1- -t I

1 1- -t

1 1 1
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